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WELCOME FROM IRSCL PRESIDENT

Welcome to the 22nd Congress of the International Research Society for Children’s 
Literature. The Society is very pleased to meet at the University of Worcester this 
summer: this is a university that supports the study of children’s literature at both 
undergraduate and postgraduate levels and that promotes scholarship in the 
field through its International Forum for Research in Children’s Literature and its 
Institute of Humanities and Creative Arts. 

The theme of Congress 2015 is Creating Childhoods. Conference organizers have 
planned a rich programme of keynote talks and scholarly papers that address 
various strands of this theme: childhood health and wellbeing, the child in myth 
and folklore, childhood in history, and the representation of children in imaginative 
texts. At this Congress, delegates also have the unique opportunity to participate 
in sessions with storytellers, artists, and performers who create texts for and 
with young people. As always, there will be many opportunities for informal 
conversations among colleagues, for catching up with old friends, and for making 
new acquaintances. Speakers and delegates have come to the Worcester Congress 
from more than forty countries.  

On behalf of the Executive Board of IRSCL, I want to acknowledge Professor Jean 
Webb for her leadership in convening the Congress, and to thank her, her planning 
committee, and her colleagues at the University of Worcester for the work they 
have undertaken to ensure that this Congress will be an intellectually challenging 
and memorable occasion for all of us. Finally, thank you to all of the speakers and 
participants: you affirm by your presence and your presentations the continuing 
significance of thinking about the place of childhood and children’s texts in our 
cultural systems.   

Mavis Reimer
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WELCOME FROM THE CONVENOR OF 
THE IRSCL 2015 CONGRESS
Welcome to the 22nd biennial IRSCL congress. Worcester is very proud to host this 
congress which brings together a truly international community of scholars in the 
field of children’s literature. The impetus for this congress was an awareness of the 
increasingly inter-disciplinary nature of the study of children’s literature; a phenomenon 
which is often referred to but rarely widely discussed. ‘Creativity’ is also, at least in the 
UK, a subject and approach which is topical, yet again under explored. The congress 
team at Worcester therefore decided to bring these two matters together against 
which to consider, interrogate and analyse children’s literature and texts in the widest 
interpretation, and to furthermore consider the impact upon children and childhoods 
from international perspectives. Writers, artists and academics variously create, interpret 
and re-create notions of childhoods and the child body. The congress has therefore been 
organised thematically encouraging cross-over papers which integrate differing aspects along the following 
themes embedded in writing for children:

• Re-interpreting and creating childhoods through history(s)

• The body, child health, disability and well-being

• Childhoods and the child in myth and folklore

• Artistic interpretation and creation of childhoods and the child in illustration, picture books, film and 
media, poetry and drama

• the impact of globalization and changing cultures

• the construction of childhoods

The intention was also to include and encourage areas of research in children’s literature which are developing 
and cutting-edge, such as the body, plus those areas such as poetry and drama for children which are often 
under-represented in discussion at conferences. 

The congress has been structured into thematic blocks with the broad headings of: History; Body; Media 
(covering illustration, picture books, film and media, poetry, drama, myth and folklore); and Childhoods. The 
congress thus works on a process of inter-relationship across the days of the congress. The panels and papers 
have been coded according to their general subject affiliations (H -History; B – Body; M Media; C- Childhoods). 
Embedded themes, such as papers on war, have been staggered so that delegates may follow their own 
particular interests through the congress. 

The keynote lectures are being given by those who are variously leading figures their fields and whose talks 
link with the themes of the congress and contribute to the discussions of interdisciplinarity, creativity and 
childhoods. Here the congress team would like to warmly thank them for their time and enthusiasm. 

As the overarching title of the congress is ‘Creativity’ we have sessions in addition to the academic papers. They 
are being given by storytellers, picture book artists, a puppeteer, a children’s poet, a children’s writer, and an 
actor, all of whom who have received recognition at very high levels, and who have contributed to new ways of 
thinking about their artistic work with and for children. 

The organising team at Worcester wish you a stimulating and fruitful time at the congress.

Jean Webb,

Congress convenor
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ABOUT IRSCL
The International Research Society for Children’s Literature is an 
international scholarly organisation established to support and promote 
research in the field of children’s literature. It includes members from over 
forty countries worldwide.

AIMS
• To promote academic research and scholarship into children’s and youth literature, reading and related fields.

• To facilitate co-operation between researchers in different countries and in different branches of learning.

• To enable researchers in different countries to exchange information, share discussion of professional and 
theoretical issues, and initiate and co-ordinate research.

IRSCL BOARD 2013-15 

President   
Mavis Reimer
Centre for Research in Young People’s 
Texts and Cultures
Department of English
University of Winnipeg
515 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 2E9
Canada
Tel: +1 204 786 9185 [work]; +1 204 
475 5655 [home]
Fax: +1 204 774 4134
Email: m.reimer@uwinnipeg.ca

Treasurer, Membership Secretary, 
and Vice-President  
Ingrid Johnston
Department of Secondary Education
347 Education South
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2G5
Canada
Tel: +1 780 492 5320
Fax: +1 780 492 9402
Email: ingrid.johnston@ualberta.ca

Secretary   
Lies Wesseling
Department Letteren & Kunst
Faculteit der Cultuurwetenschappen
Postbus 616, 6200 MD
Maastricht
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 43 388 3309 [work]; +31 43 
363 6043 [home]
Fax: +31 43 388 4816
Email: Lies.Wesseling@
Maastrichtuniversity.nl

Awards and Grants Coordinator  
Astrid Surmatz
Universiteit van Amsterdam
Scandinavische talen en culturen, 
Spuistr. 134
NL 1012 VB
Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Fax: +31 20 388 2756
Email: a.m.surmatz@uva.nl

Member at Large   
Andrea Mei-Ying Wu
Department of Taiwanese Literature
National Cheng Kung University
No.1, University Road
Tainan City 701
Taiwan
Tel: +886 6 2757575 ext 52634
Fax: +886 6 2766472
Email: meiyingw@mail.ncku.edu.tw

Convenor of the 2015 IRSCL 
Conference  
 Jean Webb
Institute of Humanities & Creative 
Arts
University of Worcester
Henwick Grove, WR2 6AJ
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 01905 85 5459
Fax: +44 1905 855 132
Email: j.webb@worc.ac.uk
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2015 IRSCL Congress Committee
Fateha Aziz (University of Worcester)

Peter Hunt (Cardiff University Emeritus)

Rachel Johnson (University of Worcester)

Presidents

2011-Present Mavis Reimer

2007-2011 Clare Bradford

2003-2007 Kimberley Reynolds

1999-2003 Sandra Beckett

1997-1999 John Stephens

1993-1997 Maria Nikolajeva

1989-1993 Rhonda Bunbury

1985-1989 Anne MacLeod

1981-1985 Denise Escarpit

1978-1981 James Fraser

1974-1978 Göte Klingberg

1970-1974 Klaus Doderer
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ABOUT IRSCL cont.

Past Congresses

2013 Maastricht, The Netherlands - Children’s Literature and Media Cultures

2011 Brisbane, Australia - Fear and Safety

2009 Frankfurt, Germany - Children’s Literature and Cultural Diversity in the Past and the Present

2007 Kyoto, Japan - Power and Children’s Literature: Past, Present and Future 

2005 Dublin, Ireland – Expectations and Experiences: Children, Childhood and Children’s Literature 

2003 Kristiansand, Norway - Telling a World, Shaping a World. 

2001 Klein Kariba, South Africa - Change and Renewal in Children’s Literature

1999 Calgary, Canada - Children’s Literature and the fin de siècle (Joint meeting with the Children’s Literature 
Association)

1997 York, England - The Presence of the Past in Children’s Literature

1995 Stockholm, Sweden - Reflections of Change: the last 50 Years in Children’s Literature

1993 Geelong, Australia - Crossing the boundaries: Multiculturalism in Children’s Literature

1991 Paris, France - The Applications of Contemporary Literary and Cultural Theory to Children’s Literature

1989 Salamanca, Spain - The History of Children’s Literature

1987 Cologne, Germany - Books for children, Books for adults; The Relationship between them

1985 University of Quebec, Montreal - Literary Aspects of Fantasy and Fantastic Literature for Children and 
Young People

1983 Bordeaux, France - Portrayal of the Child in Children’s Literature

1981 Moscow, USSR - International Dissemination of Children`s Literature Research; Trends in Teaching of 
Children’s Literature, Status of Research in Specific Countries

1978 Exeter, Great Britain - Responses to Children’s Literature: Children’s Responses to Text and Illustrations

1976 Södertälje, Sweden - Problems of Translation in the Field of Literature for Children and Young People

1974 Boldern, Switzerland - Study of Reading Habits and Research on Sex Role Stereotyping in Literature for 
Children and Young People

1971 Frankfurt, Germany - Children’s Literature as a Subject of Research 
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The purpose of the IRSCL is to enhance research into children’s and young people’s literature, reading, and 
related fields. The Society aims to provide a forum for the exchange of professional information and for the 
discussion of theories of children’s literature and their application to texts of all kinds. IRSCL also seeks to 
encourage collaborative research among its members. 

In addition to providing services to its individual members, the Society seeks to work cooperatively with 
institutions and organisations whose activities are related to the aims of the Society. Institutional membership 
is available for organisations involved with children’s literature, such as libraries, research centres, journals, and 
children’s book collections, whose activities are related to the aims of the Society (i.e., research into children’s 
literature, reading, and related fields).

Members receive a subscription to the journal International Research in Children’s Literature as one of the 
benefits.

Information for new members, including requirements and fees can be found at:

http://www.irscl.com/new_members.html

The contact for general membership enquiries is:

Larissa Wodtke: l.wodtke@uwinnipeg.ca

IRSCL MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
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CONGRESS 2017
The 23rd Biennial Congress of the International Research Society 
for Children’s Literature will be hosted by the Children’s Studies 
Program, Department of Humanities, Faculty of Liberal Arts & 
Professional Studies, York University in Toronto, Canada.

Congress Co-Convenors
Cheryl Cowdy & Peter Cumming

Congress Dates
Saturday, July 29 to Wednesday, August 2, 2017

Congress Venue
Keele Campus, York University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.  The Children’s Studies Program is an Honours BA 
program with more than 500 majors and minors.  York University is the third-largest university in Canada.  Toronto 
is Canada’s largest city, the fourth-largest city in North America, and the leading Canadian destination for tourists.  
The economic, transportation, and cultural hub of Canada, with direct flights to many cities around the world, 
Toronto is one of the safest and most multicultural cities in the world.

Congress Theme
“Possible & Impossible Children: Intersections of Children’s Literature & Childhood Studies”

At least since Jacqueline Rose’s provocative argument about the “impossibility” of children’s fiction in 1984, 
children’s literature scholars have been profoundly anxious about “the child” and “children” in relation to children’s 
literature. Richard Flynn (1997), Mary Galbraith and Karen Coats (2001), Perry Nodelman (2008), David Rudd 
(2013), and Marah Gubar (2013) have variously noted the dangers, difficulties, necessities, and desirability of 
approaching children’s texts through conceptions of “children,” “childhood,” and “adulthood.”  Thus, this Congress 
is grounded in ongoing debates in children’s literature scholarship about possible relationships of “the child,” 
“children,” and “childhood” to children’s literature; to what extent and in what ways such relationships are possible 
or “impossible”; and to what extent and in what ways these are necessary and/or desirable.  

Over the past three decades, the multidisciplinary fields of children’s, childhood, and youth studies have developed 
dramatically.  Childhood and youth studies, constantly negotiating intersections between actual young people and 
sociocultural constructions and representations of childhood and youth, offer compelling, if problematic, points of 
inquiry into the study of children’s literature, just as children’s and young adult literatures continue to challenge and 
inform childhood and youth studies.  

Some Possible Congress Topics
The Congress 2017 theme lends itself to a variety of key issues related to production, interpretation, and reception 
of children’s and young adult texts from different historical periods; in diverse local, regional, national, and global 
contexts; inflected variously by differences in gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, class, and ability, including:
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Production & Reception
• innovative methodological approaches to children’s and young adult literatures, such as ethnographic and 

reader-reception studies
• crossover literature and intergenerational reception
• child and youth authorship, including juvenilia
• adult-youth-child collaborations in children’s cultural productions, such as theatre for young audiences
• children’s and young adult literatures and “affect”

Ethics & Rights
• ethical issues in the production and reception of children’s and young adult literatures
• children’s literature, social justice, and child and youth activism
• children’s rights, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, and children’s literature

Representation & Ideology
• gaps between children’s and youths’ lived experience and literary representations of children’s 

and youths’ lives 
• representations of children’s work and child labour
• representations of child soldiers and children’s and youths’ experiences of war and violent conflicts
• space and place in children’s and young adult literatures

Genres & Media
• picture books, comic books, graphic novels, film, television, video games and children’s cultures 
• manipulable and interactive children’s literature: children’s literature as toys, dolls, stuffed animals, 

pop-up books, hypertexts, e-books, talking books
• children, youth, and new media: remediation, transmediation, convergence culture, transliteracy, 

and multimedia children’s and youth texts

CALL FOR PAPERS
We invite proposals for papers to be presented in either of Canada’s official languages: English or French. 
Presented papers will be 20 minutes maximum.  Suggestions for panels of 3-4 papers are also welcome. 

Please submit an abstract of 250-500 words by November 15, 2016, as an e-mail attachment to 
irscl17@yorku.ca. In this attachment, include:

• the title and detailed proposal for your paper (to enable blind vetting of proposals, please do 
not include any identifying information in this document)

In a separate e-mail attachment please provide: 
• a short biography of 50-100 words that includes your name, institutional affiliation, e-mail address, 

and one or two recent publications
• an indication of your audiovisual needs 
• an indication of whether you would be willing to chair a panel
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
The postal address for the St John’s campus is:

The University of Worcester 
Henwick Grove 
Worcester 
WR2 6AJ

Tel: 01905 855000

The postal address for City Campus is:

The University of Worcester 
City Campus 
Castle Street 
Worcester 
WR1 3AS

Tel: 01905 542444

Arrival

By train: Worcester Foregate Street Station is situated in the city centre 

The City campus accommodation is less than a 5 minute walk from Worcester Foregate Street Station. When  
exiting the station turn right along Foregate Street, after 200m turn left down Castle Street. The City Campus 
will be on your left after 200m. (see map below)

St John’s Campus is a 25-30 minute walk from Worcester Foregate Street Station (please see the map below) 
or five minutes by taxi, cost approximately £5-7. Ask for the University of Worcester, Henwick Grove.

Taxies:

Cathedral Cars: 01905 767400          Worcester Taxis: 01905 700777 

Car parking:

Pay in the parking machines which take a range of coins, cost £4.00 24hrs. There is no parking on the City campus 
but there is a drop off point and public parking by the entrance at Croft Road for which you have to pay via coins in 
a ticket machine. There is ample parking on the St John’s campus. 

 

  

        Bus terminal Crowngate

The Hive is the University and Worcester city library combined

The Infirmary – City Campus is an interactive  medical museum 
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Buses:

Worcester Bus Station is situated in the Crowngate Shopping Centre in the City Centre.

The numbers 31, 31a, 31b and 31c Henwick Park Services operated by First travel through the St John’s Campus, stop 
outside the Students’ Union building, which is at the centre of the St John’s campus. Single tickets cost about £1.00

The first 31B bus leaves St John’s Campus at 07.56, and from 9.36 is every 36 and 6 minutes past the hour until the 
final service at 17.56. You can catch the direct 31B from the Bus Station every 10 and 40 minutes past the hour from 
9am. Even though the last UniShuttle leaves the Bus Station at 17.40 the 31 and 31C buses continue until 23.48.

Registration desks location and times:

For those staying in University accommodation you check-in for accommodation and register at the same 
place and time.

Arriving out of normal office hours please check-in for accommodation and register for the congress the 
next day or when the desks are open. 

Registration will be:

• at the City Campus for delegates booked into accommodation on that campus: 
Saturday 8th 9.30 a.m. Sunday 9th onward 8 a.m.

• at the St John’s campus, in reception for delegates booked into accommodation 
on that campus: Saturday 8th 9.30 a.m. Sunday 9th onward 8 a.m.

• for those who have not booked University accommodation: St John’s campus, in reception

Opening welcome: 

Keynote and storytelling beginning at 4.30 p.m Urwin and Yelland lecture theatres, St John’s campus 

Welcoming Reception Saturday August 8th 6.16-7.15p.m. Worcester Room in the Conference Centre, 
St John’s campus: 2 minutes from reception.

Security and Emergency:

The University has a team of Security Officers on site 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,

• Security: 01905 855000

• Mobile number: 07977 973956

UK police, fire and ambulance in an emergency dial: 999

Police (non-emergency): 101

Worcester is a very safe area, however, if you need to report a crime you should 
do so both to the University Security and to the Police.

Police (Central Switchboard): 0845 7444888

Medical Advice (non-emergency): 111

Pharmacy: 01905 22861

Lost property will be handed in to reception on the St John’s campus.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION cont.

Places to eat: please see the booklet in your pack

For delegates booked into University accommodation breakfast is included in your room booking and will be served 
7-8a.m on both the City campus, for those delegates booked there and the St John’s campus for delegates booked 
there. 

• City Campus breakfast 7-8 a.m. 

• St John’s campus 7-8 a.m. 

Tea and coffee will be available during the break times at two venues simultaneously on the St John’s campus:

• The Worcester Room in the Conference Centre, CC005. 

• The Cotswold Suite: EE1106 & EE1107

Lunch will be served at two venues simultaneously:

• The Main Dining Room in the Edward Elgar building (see map)

• The Quadrangle Court dining room opposite the Digital Arts Centre on the St John’s campus.

These venues are a maximum of five minutes walking distance from the lecture theatres and seminar rooms.

There will be vegetarian and non-vegetarian options. Please inform the catering staff of any special dietary 
requirements. Those you have sent in have been noted.

Moving about the campus:

There will be helpers to guide you at the City campus and at St John’s. Please note that there are some upgrading 
building works ongoing, so please be aware of keeping to footpaths. 

Keynote lectures and the General Membership Meeting.

These will be held in the Yelland and Urwin lecture theatres which are on the ground floor of the Edward Elgar 
building. Each lecture theatre accommodates a maximum of 200 people seated. The lecture theatres are 
adjacent and will be connected electronically, so please divide yourselves between the venues.

To avoid crowding from reception to the lecture theatres there are two routes in opposite directions: each 
taking the same walking time of approximately two minutes. There will be guides to help you. 

Seminar rooms for papers are in:

• The Edward Elgar building

• Pierson First Point

• The Binynon Building.

All are shown on the St John’s campus map. Walking distance between the rooms and the main 
reception is at most 5 minutes. If required there are lifts, again shown on the map.
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Making this a time-efficient conference:

• There are at least two routes to each of the buildings for where papers will be given and to the lecture 
theatres, dining and refreshment areas. You will be guided to avoid crowding in reception. 

• Blocks of toilet facilities are available in each building: please see the campus map. 

• Please avoid shifting between paper sessions. This causes disruption, especially for those new 
to giving papers. 

• Powerpoint and ava facilities are available in each seminar room. Please load up your presentation 
in advance. Support is available for Apple Mac users. 

Giving your paper and chairing: Please keep to time - see separate sheet.

Places to eat: See the booklet in your conference pack. 

Book shop and Publishers: The specialist bookshop is being run by Marilyn Brocklehurst of the Norfolk Chil-
dren’s Book Centre (http://www.ncbc.co.uk/new/index.html). It will be located in the Edward Elgar Building, room 
EEG020, which is diagonally opposite the reception desk.

Publishers will also be represented and will be in EE G021 opposite EEG020

Artist sessions: There is no extra cost for these session. They have been ticketed to ensure appropriate numbers for 
the workshops. Tickets can be collected from the desk in reception at the St John’s campus. 

Conference dinner: For those who have booked the dinner will be held at the University Arena, which is on Hen-
wick Road and half way between the St John’s campus and the City Campus, 10 minutes walk from each (please see 
the map). Dress: smart casual. Reception 7-8p.m. There will be a bar available afterwards.

Bar: There will be a bar open each evening from 8p.m. in the Pear Tree on the St John’s campus.

Open Mike Concert: In the Pear Tree on the St John’s campus. Led by Michael Kerins and Sal Tonge 
you will also be invited to participate. 

Music Room: This will be open for your use. Room EEG119

Tourist information: In the booklet in your pack and available from - 
http://www.visitworcestershire.org/about-worcestershire/Worcester.aspx
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
PROF MARIA NIKOLAJEVA
Return to the body: whence and whither?

Abstract: The twenty-first century children’s literature research has witnessed a material turn, in 
strong response to the 1990s perception of childhood and the fictional child as social constructions. 
While cultural theories have generated fruitful approaches to children’s fiction through the 
lenses of gender, class, race or sexual orientation, and while psychoanalytically oriented theories 
have explored ways of viewing/representing childhood as a projection of (adult) interiority, the 
physical existence of children, albeit in their fictional worlds, has been obscured by constructed 
social and psychological hierarchies. Recent directions of literary studies, such as ecocriticism, 
posthumanism and cognitive criticism, bring back the scholars’ attention to the physically of a 
child’s body and the environments within which this body exists, functions and develops. This trend, 
however, does not simply take scholars of children’s literature back to essentialism, but reflects 
the complexity, plurality and ambiguity of our understanding of childhood and its representation 
in fiction produced ams marketed for young audiences. The talk will examine some of the current 
trends in international children’s literature research with a particular focus on body and place. 

Biography: Maria Nikolajeva is a professor of children’s literature at the University of Cambridge. 
She was the president of IRSCL in 1993-97. Her most recent book is Reading for Learning: Cognitive 
Approached to Children’s Literature (Benjaimins, 2014). 

PROF DEREK PETERS
Child size matters

Abstract: Derek’s sessions will explore the concept of ‘size’ in relation to children’s health & wellbeing 
and through audience participation will encourage delegates to consider their role in the manifestation 
of these messages in their work.

Biography: Professor Derek Peters is Professor of Sport, Health & Exercise Science at the University of 
Worcester. His teaching and research is interdisciplinary by nature. Professor Peters holds Professorial 
positions at the Faculty of Health & Sport Sciences at the University of Agder, Norway and is a Visiting 
Professor to the Lithuanian Sports University in Kaunas, Lithuania. His extensive research includes work 
on obesity in children.
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ROGER MCGOUGH CBE FRSL
The Cloud Factory: (Poetry and a child’s imagination)
I am here to share my poetry. It is what I’m best at!

Biography
Born in Liverpool, Roger McGough is President of the Poetry Society and one of Britain’s best loved 
poets for both adults and children.
He rose to fame in the sixties with the Scaffold and with the publication of the ground-breaking 
collection The Mersey Sound (with Brian Patten and the late Adrian Henri) which has since sold over 
a million copies.

 As well as helping write the script of the Beatle’s animation film Yellow Submarine, he has won 
a BAFTA for his television work, and his recent adaptations of three Moliere plays Tartuffe, The 
Hypochondriac and The Misanthrope were met with great acclaim. A Fellow of the Royal Society of 
Literature, he is a Freeman of the City of Liverpool, and in 2004 received the CBE from the Queen 
for services to literature. Currently he presents Poetry Please on BBC Radio 4.

JULIA ECCLESHARE DLITT (HONS)
Abandonment and adventure: how contemporary jeopardy fits into the traditional themes of children’s literature.

Abstract: The themes of children’s literature have remained remarkably constant in 
the last 150 years since the publication of Alice. While some aspects of childhood are 
relatively fixed the anxieties about children and the threats to them and to society in 
general seem to be very different. Fiction has always explored these domestic and societal 
threats and the opportunities, which often include increased tolerance, that overcoming 
them offer children as they grow through childhood. I will explore how children’s writers 
reflect the fears of the time within the traditional boundaries of children’s fiction. 
Julia Eccleshare is a writer, broadcaster and lecturer as well as Children’s Books Editor of the 
Guardian. She was former Co-director of the Centre for Literacy in Primary Education. She was a 
children’s book publisher at Puffin before a freelance career as an editorial advisor, broadcaster and 
critic. In addition to numerous anthologies her publications include: A Guide to the Harry Potter 
Novels (Continuum, 2002), Beatrix Potter to Harry Potter: Portraits of children’s writers (National 
Portrait Gallery, 2002), The Rough Guide to Picture Books, (Rough Guides, 2007) She is the editor 
of 1001 Children’s Books To Read Before You Grow Up, (Cassells, 2009). 

Biography: Julia is chair of the Guardian Children’s Book Prize and founder and chair of the 
Branford Boase first novel prize. She has judged numerous other prizes including the Booktrust 
Teenage Prize and the Whitbread Children’s Book Prize. She won the Eleanor Farjeon Award 
2000 in recognition of her outstanding contribution to children’s books. She is a founder 
member of the steering committee for the Children’s Laureate, and a trustee of Listening 
Books and The Siobhan Dowd Trust. She was appointed MBE for services to children’s 
literature in 2014 and received a DLitt (Hons) from the University of Worcester in 2014.

photo by Colin Clarke
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

DR NINA CHRISTENSEN
Agency between reality and the ideal. Conflicting notions of childhood related to children’s literature in the West.

Abstract: My presentation will discuss the concept of agency in relation to examples of transnational 
discussions of childhood and children’s literature. Agency has been defined as “[t]he capacity of 
individuals to act independently” (James & James 2008). In relation to children’s literature, agency can 
be interpreted as children’s possibility of having influence on the books and the kind of knowledge they 
have access to. My question is, how may agency be used in analyses of children’s literature and the 
context of children’s literature in a meaningful way? Recent transnational discussions of specific books 
seem to suggest that children’s agency in relation to books is interpreted very differently, even within 
neighbouring countries. I therefore suggest that children’s literature studies pay close attention to local 
cultural differences and contexts when discussing childhood, not only in relation to agency but also when 
using historical denominations such as the “romantic child” or the “modernist child”.

Biography: Nina Christensen is Associate Professor, PhD, Head of Centre for Children’s 
Literature, Aarhus University Denmark. Her research interests include visual narratives, including 
picturebooks, representations of childhood in children’s literature, history of children’s literature, 
and intermediality. She is one of four editors of the book series Children’s Literature, Culture and 
Cognition (John Benjamins). Her publications include: Imagining Equality. Tolerance, universalism 
and emerging human rights in Danish magazines for children, Palgrave Macmillan, 2015; 
Understandable and Revolutionary. The influence of Russian avant-garde picture books in Denmark 
in the 1930s: A Cultural History of theAvant-Garde in the Nordic Countries. Rodopi, 2015.

 

PROF MICHELLE H. MARTIN
How Critical Race Theory Speaks to the (Still) “All-White World of Children’s Books,” 2015

Abstract: In the September 11, 1965 issue of The Saturday Review of the New York Times, Nancy 
Larrick published “The All-White World of Children’s Books,” offering eye-opening statistical evidence 
of the lack of diversity in children’s literature. After examining 5,206 children’s books published by 63 
publishers between 1962 and 1964, she determined that 6.4% of those texts (349 total) included black 
characters in the illustrations, and 60% of these stories were set outside of the U.S. or prior to World 
War II. On March 15, 2014, Walter Dean Myers former Ambassador for Young People’s Literature, and 
his son, artist Christopher Myers, published New York Times complimentary op-ed pieces, addressing 
the same question: “Where are the People of Colour in Children’s Books?” & “The Apartheid of 
Children’s Literature,” respectively. In 2013, of the 3,500 books the Cooperative Center for Children’s 
Books received, 9% were by people of colour; 11% were about people of colour when nearly 40% of 
American children are now children of colour, prompting publisher Lee & Low to publish a blog essay 
in June 2013, “Why hasn’t the number of multicultural books increased in eighteen years?” Despite 
the launch of high profile and viral movements like #WeNeedDiverseBooks, this problem persists. 

Critical Race Theory (CRT), which seeks to transform the relationships between race, racism and power, 
posits that the racism that undergirds problems like the lack of diversity in children’s publishing is daily, 
systematic and institutional and serves important purposes for the dominant group. CRT also supports 
the voice of colour theory, the idea that “because of their different histories and experiences with 
oppression,” writers of colour “may be able to communicate to their white counterparts matters that 
whites are unlikely to know” (Delgado & Stefancic 10), and given that in 2014 only 39% of the children’s 
books published in the US about African Americans were actually written by African Americans, the 
exclusion of those voices of colour is damaging. Given this bias, the industry risks becoming irrelevant 
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in an increasingly less white America. This talk will address the somewhat impossible challenge of 
making spaces for marginalized and excluded minority children’s and YA literature in an industry 
whose staffing remains over 90% white. Julius Lester’s fractured fables Ackamarackus (2001), 
Jerry Pinkney’s Sam and the Tigers (1996), Zetta Elliott’s A Wish After Midnight (2010) and Bird 
(2008) and Jacqueline Woodson’s Brown Girl Dreaming (2014), and Visiting Day (2002) will offer 
some specific examples of boundary-breaking African-American texts that offer insider stories 
with broad appeal to all readers will help to illustrate possible future directions for the genre.

Biography: Dr. Michelle H. Martin became the inaugural Augusta Baker Endowed Chair in 
Childhood Literacy at the University of South Carolina in the School of Library and Information 
Science in August 2011, where she teaches graduate and undergraduate courses in children’s 
and young adult literature. Prior to this she taught for 12 years in the English Department at 
Clemson University. Her publications include: Brown Gold: Milestones of African-American 
Children’s Picture Books, 1845-2002 (Routledge, 2004) and co-edited (with Claudia Nelson) 
Sexual Pedagogies: Sex Education in Britain, Australia, and America, 1879-2000 (Palgrave, 
2003). Michelle is currently working on a monograph on the collaborative and individual 
works that Arna Bontemps and Langston Hughes wrote for children: Dream Keepers for 
Children of the Sun: the Children’s Literature of Arna Bontemps and Langston Hughes.  

DR ANTO THOMAS CHAKRAMAKKIL
Conflicting Concept(ion)s: Polemics of Childhood in Asia

Abstract: While concepts of childhood in the East have been dynamic but blindly 
imitative of the West, Eastern / Asian conceptions of childhood have remained 
stereotyped and static. By concepts of childhood I mean the constructions of the notions 
of childhood; whereas, conceptions of childhood are what people expect of children in 
a society. Asian Children’s literature, along with other allied fields that are concerned 
with childhood, such as, History, Sociology, Psychology, Philosophy, and Geography, 
is engaged in the conflicting polemics of these concept(ion)s of childhood. 

The concepts of childhood have undergone varied changes in Western history and have often 
deeply influenced and interfered with the Eastern views of childhood – from the erstwhile concept 
of the naiveté’s of childhood, to the authoritarian as well as puritan perspectives of childhood; or 
from the 19th century Romantic views of childhood to the Victorian complexities of the notion. 
Of late, there has been a structured effort to conceptualize in literature and media a homogenized 
childhood, which merely is an offshoot of western neoliberal policies of globalization and this 
aims at a standardization of western concepts of childhood that have successfully intruded into 
the oriental children’s literature. However, there is a simultaneous but heterogeneous resistance 
of these standardizations of childhood by the renewed conceptions of idealized and static 
childhood that pervades in all native Asian children’s literature. Will the forces of homogenization 
of childhood succeed in crumbling down the heterogeneous conceptions of childhood in Asia? 

Biography: Anto Thomas Chakramakkil is Associate Professor in St. Thomas’ College 
(Autonomous), Thrissur, Kerala, India. He has received various fellowships including the Fulbright 
scholarship to USA, Indo-German Cultural Exchange Fellowship to Goethe University Frankfurt 
a. M., and Hermes Postdoctoral Fellowship to Paris XIII University. He has edited two books on 
children’s literature and has published many journal articles on children’s literature in India.  
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ARTISTS AND WORKSHOPS

MICHAEL KERINS
Creativity - Storytelling into Writing: A workshop.

Abstract: A practical multimedia approach to moving storytelling into 
writing incorporating approaches for the visually impaired. 

Biography: Michael Kerins from Glasgow, Scotland, is a master storyteller - a multi 
award winner including the all Scotland Tall-Tales Storytelling Oscar 2008 and Aye 
Write Tall Tales Oscar 2010. Michael is internationally recognised and set up the much 
acclaimed Kerinsnaumov translation competition. His range of work is considerable 
from young children to the older generation at reminiscence workshops in Care Homes; 
Prisoners and young offenders those in hospital or rehabilitation programmes.

SAL TONGE
Playing with words

Abstract: A workshop exploring ways of taking stories off the page and putting them into our mouths,. 
This workshop is a chance to share tricks and paper tearing tales, drawing stories and orality for busy 
fingers. Another texture of sharing narrative is the oral bric a brac which Sal has been gathering over 
25 years. Expect a hands-on session of swapping ideas, a celebration of what we delighted in as infants 
and plenty of ideas to steal and take away!

Biography: Sal Tonge is a well-known storyteller and musician working in schools, Early Years 
settings, libraries and community settings.  She is a trader in twaddle, a collector or taradiddles and 
a talemonger. She has been an advisor various initiatives such as (ECAT) Every Child a Talker and a 
popular trainer for teachers ad practitioners nationwide. She works extensively with children in special 
schools and for whom spoken words don’t come easily.

JULIET FRY
Interactive Drama

Journey into the woods with Tattershawl, the storyteller, and help bring the story of 
Hansel and Gretel to life! In this participatory performance the audience is invited into 
the story of Hansel and Gretel by the eccentric Tattershawl. She conjures her stories using 
a combination of familiar tales, made-up bits and bobs and the ideas and imaginations of 
her audience wherever she goes. 

The Play House is best known for its touring theatre in education programmes for 3–11 
year olds. We use participatory theatre and storytelling to stimulate the imagination and 

support the learning of children and young people in schools and a wide variety of settings. 

All artists’ sessions, except the drama, have been ticketed to ensure an appropriate size audience. 
There is no extra charge for these sessions.



ROD BURNETT

Rod Burnett is an internationally renowned puppeteer working with the Storybox Theatre 
Company. Producing performances for Primary Schools touring for more than 30 years, 
Rod , a sculptor, makes his own puppets. He is one of the cream not only of the British 
Punch and Judy professors but also of the international élite of puppeteers. The Storybox 
repertory for children and for adults is drawn from well-known folk and fairy tales. 

PETR HORACEK
Picture book making workshop

Petr Horacek is an award winning author and illustrator of picture books. Born in Prague he now lives 
permanently in the UK. He has been shortlisted for the Kate Greenaway Award, other awards include 
‘Picture Book of the Year in Holland’, ‘Child Magazine’s Best Children’s Picture Book Award’, USA and 
‘Washington Books Post Best Children’s Books of the Year Award’. This will be a practical session where 
you will make your own picture book. 
 
Photo by Michael Sváčka

HEATHER DYER
‘Philosophy, Buddhism and Creativity in Writing’

Heather Dyer’s books for children have received several awards. The Girl with the Broken Wing was one 
of Richard and Judy’s ‘Best Children’s Books Ever’ in 2007, The Boy in the Biscuit Tin was nominated for 
the Galaxy Best British Children’s Book Award in 2008, and The Fish in Room 11 won the Highland Book 
Award.

Heather is an editorial consultant and has taught creative writing at The University of Worcester, 
Cardiff Metropolitan University, and now at Aberystwyth University, where she is also studying for a 
PhD on the psychology of creativity.
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The Centre for The Picture Book in Society (ICPBS) at the University of Worcester is a vibrant new working 
environment for learning, teaching and research in Illustration.

It draws and builds on the Illustration course’s existing contacts with a variety of continental European agencies 
and individuals including, amongst others: the International Youth Library, Munich; Jean Christophe-Boele of 
Lemnsicaat publishers (Netherlands); Kirsten Grant, Director of World Book Day; Miriam Möllers, previous organiser 
of the Berlin Book Festival’s Youth Section; Xose Neira Cruz, Director of the EU-funded Minorities Virtual Gallery, 
University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain; BIB (Biennial of Illustration Bratislava) and IBBY (International Board 
on Books for Young People).

The Centre’s remit includes the following initiatives:

• to promote an international focus in the UK for the making and study of the picture book in it’s broadest 
sense (children’s books, comics, hand-made books, ‘zones, educational books, e-books and graphic novels)

• to provide a platform to promote and showcase internationally published picture books beyond the 
Anglophone environment

• to engage with ‘society’ in its broadest terms, including the promotion of multi-culturalism, inclusivity of 
ethnic minorities, social groups previously without access to these facilities

• the acquisition of a special, global collection of contemporary picture books of internationally acknowledged 
quality, housed at The Hive Library 

• to engage with and initiate European and international academic inter-institutional projects and research 
collaborations associated with picture books and their uses

 

Current projects include The World Wide Picture Book Competition (in conjunction with Walker Books) and the 
Centre’s promotion of the Bratislava Illustration Biennale in its capacity of nominating the UK shortlist.

Piet Grobler & Tobias Hicky: Illustration at the University of Worcester
p.grobler@worc.ac.uk
t.hickey@worc.ac.uk

An exhibition of work is on display in the Cotswold Gallery (2nd floor Edward Elgar Building, opposite EE1106& EE 
1107 St John’s Campus. 

THE CENTRE FOR THE PICTURE BOOK 
IN SOCIETY 
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PANELS
BODY, HEALTH, WELL-BEING

B1 Disability
Chair: Dylan Holdsworth                                          

Sabai Aiswai Narrating the Disabled Body: A Study of 
Canadian Young Adult Fiction

Kate Flynn Including print-disabled children: The 
benefits of accessible formats

Piet Grobler
Andy Davies

The Inclusive Picture Book: Designing for 
both able-sighted and visually impaired 
children

B2 Disability
Chair: Sabah Aisawi                                 

Yoshida Junko An Autistic Girl’s Habilitation in When 
Marnie Was There 

Helene 
Ehriander 

The Book Dog and Astrid Lindgren 

Dylan 
Holdsworth 

On the ‘Fringes’: Disability, History and 
Dystopia in John Wyndham’s The Chrysalids 
(1955)

B3 Different Bodies
Chair: Judith Inggs                              

Blanka 
Grzegorczyk

“Through Warped Glasses”: Representations 
of Terror and Counter-Terror in Catherine 
Bruton’s We Can Be Heroes and Alan 
Gibbons’s An Act of Love

Lalaine Yanilla 
Aquino

The Filipino Child’s Rights As Represented In 
Philippine Children’s Stories: A Comparative 
Analysis Using Critical And Cognitive 
Stylistics 

B4 Panel The Body
The Society and Body Parts or Body Whole:
Unwinding and Rewinding in Neal Shusterman’s 
Unwind series
Chair: Tammy Mielke                            

Tammy Mielke The Importance of Parts: The Figurative and 
Literal Construction of the Adolescent Body

Brooke 
Vaughan

Unhinged: Constructing Female Identity in a 
Fractured Society

Katy Lewis Goods in a Divided State-Commodified 
Teens in Neil Shusterman’s Unwind Series

B5 Health
Chair: Vanessa Joosen                                  

Iris Schäefer The Diseased Adolescent in Youth Literature 
From the Late 19th Century to the Present

Kerry Mallan Remembering and imagining the suffering 
body in Stitches and Epileptic

Anne-
Bénédicte 
Damon

Anorexia literature for children and teens – 
Cautionary or seductive tales?

B6 The Body
Chair: Robert Gadowski                                 

Catherine 
Butler

Trans bodies in British Children’s Fiction

Akiko Yamazaki The Importance of having a physical body in 
Diana Wynne Jones’s novels

B7 The Posthuman
Chair: Catherine Butler                           

Robert 
Gadowski

The Child’s Posthuman Bio-Spirituality in 
Neal Shusterman’s Unwind Series

Karen Krasny Children’s Bodies as A Site of Projected 
Memories of Societal Violence; Posthuman 
Vision in Nancy Farmer’s The House of the 
Scorpion and Kazuo Ishiguro’s Never Let Me 
Go

B8 Health
Chair: Kerry Mallan                        

Vanessa Joosen Hair, hair, everywhere – The adult body in 
children’s literature

Emma McGilp An international language: the role of sport 
in young adult migrant fiction

Anne Skaret Meanings of relationships between girls 
and horses in contemporary Norwegian 
children’s literature in light of child health 
and well-being



B9 Health
Chair: Rick Gooding                                 

Helen Kilpatrick Dealing with Feeling in Japanese post-
disaster fiction for children

Evelyn Arizpe Precarious Childhoods: Critique, hope and 
survival

B10 Gender
Chair: Evelyn Arizpe                           

Ann Alston ‘When something is wrong we write it.’ 
Presenting FGM in Rita Williams-Garcia’s No 
Laughter Here (2004)

Rick Gooding Humanism’s last stand: Bernard Beckett’s 
Genesis and the curious sanctity of gendered 
bodies in posthuman young adult fiction

Åsa Warnqvist Sexuality in Contemporary Swedish 
Children’s Literature

B11 Race
Chair: Lydia Kokkola

Robert 
Gadowski

The Body of the Black Child in American 
Children’s Literature

Judith Inggs Constructing and representing the post-
apartheid adolescent through narrative

Valerie Cato Body Language: Arnold and the Indian’s 
Abjection in Sherman Alexie The Absolutely 
True Diary of a Part-Time Indian

B12 The Body and Subjectivity
Chair: Helene Ehriander                       

Angela Thomas Embodied shame in Britt and Arsenault’s 
graphic novel Jane, the fox & me.

Robert Bittner Storytelling and the Process of Becoming in 
Teen Memoir

Anne 
Chassagnol

Tattooing Wonderland: Exploring and 
Recreating Imaginary Childhoods Under the 
Skin
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PANELS
HISTORY

H1 Bloodlands Fiction and Children’s Literature
Chair: Marek C. Oziewicz                                          

Marek C. 
Oziewicz 

From Trauma to Recovery: Between Shades 
of Gray, Breaking Stalin’s Nose, and A 
Winter’s Day in 1939 as Bloodlands Fiction

Mari Niitra Growing up in gloomy times: 
authobiographical children’s books about 
the Second World War and Stalin regime by 
Estonian female authors

Anastasia 
Ulanowicz

Bloodlands Fiction and the Ukrainian 
Famine: A Transnational Perspective

H3 Children as citizens in conteporary Ireland; fic-
tional, virtual and “real”
Chair: Jane O’Hanlon                                 

Mary Shine 
Thompson 

-Historical constructions of Irish Childhood/s 
with particular reference to republicanism 
and childhood 
-Popular culture and the commodification 
of contemporary constructions of “Irish” 
childhood/s 
-Childrens/s Literature/s and constructions 
of childhood/s: or how “story” is implicated?

Siobhan 
Parkinson

Jane O’Hanlon

H4 Childhoods and Collections: The National
Collection of Children’s Books Project, Ireland 
Chair: Keith O’Sullivan                              

Ciara Boylan ‘Every Irish girl should be anxious to learn 
this useful art’: creating Irish girlhood in 
educational texts for the poor

Pádraic Whyte From the universal to the particular: Padraic 
Colum and the Rewriting of Myth

Ciara Gallagher Constructing Irish Childhoods through 
narratives of transatlantic travel, 1850-1900

Keith 
O’Sullivan

An absence longing to be present: The 
elision of adulthood in contemporary Irish 
children’s literature 

H5 Little Magazines for Big Times: creating child-
hood in forgotten periodical publications of the 
1930s and 1940s by and for children 
Chair: Kimberley Reynolds                                  

Lynne Vallone ‘Be helpful, build on sound principles; do 
everything the right way’:  the Meccano 
Magazine and Middle-Class Boy Culture in 
Britain, 1930-1945

Kimberley 
Reynolds

Out of Bounds: Adolescent self-fashioning 
through magazine publishing in 1930s 
Britain

Lee A. Talley “A happy memento of the war-time parting”: 
children’s literary narratives and WWII-era 
constructions of childhood

H6 Childhood as History and Story 1:
 WWII to 1989  
Chair: Dorota Michułka                                

Marina Balina Private Story as Public History: Childhood 
Recollections in Contemporary Russian 
Literature

Larissa Rudova “Cross-Writing” and War Memory in Fridrich 
Gorenshtein’s Autobiographical Story, “The 
House with a Turret”

Ada Bieber Commemorating Jewish Childhood: Janusz 
Korczak’s Orphanges as a Heterotopic Space 
in Contemporary Polish-German Picture 
Books

H7 Childhood as History and Story 2:
1990s-Present
Chair: Marina Balina                           

Dorota 
Michułka 

From Allegory to Caricature and the 
Grotesque: Fantasy and Adventure as Paths 
to Maturation.

Karen Krasny Soviet Childhood and Problems of Its 
Reconstruction in Contemporary Ukrainian 
Children’s Literature.

Mateusz 
Świetlicki

Children of the Empire or Children of 
the Revolution? An Overview of the 
Contemporary Ukrainian Book Market.



H8 Aspects of War 1
Chair: Clementine Beauvais                                 

Anna Karlskov 
Skyggebjerg 

War in Contemporary Danish Children’s 
Literature

Maggie 
Andrews

Myths and Memories of Motherhood in 
Children’s Literature of Evacuation (1940-
1985)

H9 Aspects of War 2
Chair: Maggie Andrews                           

Enkelena 
Schokett

Breaking Stereotypes in Children’s Literature 
of WWII in Albania

Andrea Mei-
ying Wu

Western Canons and Local (Re)productions: 
Childhood Discourses and The (Trans)
cultural Formation of Children’s Literature in 
Postwar Taiwan

H10 Aspects of War 3 
Chair: Jane Rosen

Adrielle Britten Honouring Our War Heroes or Honouring 
War? The Flourishing Child in War Fiction for 
Children and Adolescents

Anja Mueller Narrating ‘European’ Childhoods? – An 
Assessment of Contemporary British 
Children’s Fiction on the Two World Wars

Rose-May 
Pham Dinh

Childhood and responsibility:  a comparative 
analysis of the representations of wartime 
children’s experiences in novels for French 
and British young readers

H11 Matters of Race 
Chair: Dianne Johnson-Feelings   

Karen Sands-
O’Connor

Getting to Know Our Black British Selves: 
Supplemental Schools and Radical 
Publishing 1970-1980

Katharine 
Capshaw

Haitian Revolutionary Women in Black 
Theater of the 1930s and 1940s

Ewa Kleczaj-
Siara

The child characters as political agents of 
change in Faith Ringgold’s picture books Tar 
Beach and Dinner at Aunt Connie’s House

H12 Politics and Society 1
Chair: Rose-May Pham Dinh                           

Codruta Pohrib (Re)constructing Romanian communist 
childhoods: the ethics of nostalgia?

Jane Rosen ‘Which Side Are You On?’: the Depiction of 
Children and Trade Unions in British and US 
Children’s Literature

Stephanie 
Robertson

From Hitlermädels to Stolen Pants: exploring 
the National Socialist notion of the child 
through children’s literature in Germany 
from 1933 to 1945

H13 Politics and Society 2 
Chair: Katharine Slater                           

Carmen Pérez-
Diez 

Tilting at windmills: Spanish children’s 
literature and the Atocha station bombings

Sharon 
Smulders 

Creating the Eco-Child: Picturing Wangari 
Maathai and the Green Belt Movement

Janice Bland ‘The world is a globe – the farther you sail, 
the closer to home you are’: Time Slip and 
Alternate History

H14 Politics and Society 3 
Chair: Jane Rosen

Aliona Yarova Haunted by Humans: Inverted Reality of the 
Holocaust in Markus Zusak’s The Book Thief

Brian McManus ‘My Own History of this Wonderful Event 
is Necessarily True’: Herminie Templeton 
Kavanagh, Oisín of Tír na n-Óg and the Irish 
Diaspora in America

Sue Chen Chinese Childhood in the Mengxue bao (The 
Children’s Educator, 1897-1899)

H15 Childhood 1
Chair: Molly Brown

Åse Marie 
Ommundsen 

Childhood in Nordic Children’s Literature 
from 1850 to the present

Maureen Farrell “Ordinary people, shaped and shaken by the 
winds of their time”: Narrating Childhood 
through some Scottish Children’s Historical 
Fiction

Sue Chen Chinese Childhood in the Mengxue bao (The 
Children’s Educator, 1897-1899)
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PANELS
 

H16 Childhood 2
Chair: Maureen Farrell                                  

Ivana Mijić 
Nemet

The child and childhood in light of the 
cultural and educational policy of the 
Kingdom of Yugoslavia

Molly Brown Childhood remembered, dismembered and 
encumbered in selected South African time 
slip fantasies

Patricia Hansen Childhood as a project: Portuguese and 
Brazilian intellectuals and the appearance of 
Children’s Literature in Portuguese language 
in the 19th Century

H17 Childhood 3 
Chair: Åse Marie Ommundsen                                 

Katy Day Female Adolescence Through Second and 
Third Wave Feminism

Osman  Coban
Meltem Coban 

The Girl with Diploma: Depiction of a 
French Girl in the First Stories of Ottoman 
Literature. Education and History in 
literature

H18 Australia and New Zealand
Chair: Teresa Strong-Wilson

Troy Potter Past parallels: Mateship, binary narratives 
and the Digger legend

Clare Bradford Graphic childhoods: Hybridity and history in 
Ubby’s Underdogs

Rose Miller The Wild Child Goes Underground: 
Labyrinths and Subjectivities in Sonya 
Hartnett’s Thursday’s Child

H19 Canada
Chair: Clare Bradford

Teresa Strong-
Wilson 

Seeing Postcolonial Children’s Literature 
through Multidirectional Memory: Canada 
and Brazil

Bonnie Tulloch ‘No Man is an Island’: Canadian Heroines 
and the Island Fiction Tradition

Shiori Tsuchiya Meanings of Kitchen in Montgomery’s Work

H20 Italy
Chair: Peter Hunt                                

Anna Smedberg 
Bondesson

A proper and a big boy. Bodily 
metamorphoses in The Adventures of 
Pinocchio and The Wonderful Adventures
of Nils

Laura Tosi  
Peter Hunt

Childhood and Genres in Italy and the 
United Kingdom

H 21 Japan and Hong Kong 
Chair: Lissa Paul                                

Ariko Kawabata A Fighting Heroine in the Inland Sea of 
Japan—Several Versions of Princess Tsuru

Ikuko Ohnuma The Colors of Naoko Awas short stories 
and their relation to the Japanese classic 
literature, The Tale of Genji

Faye Dorcas 
Yung

The Hong Kong and Sinophone child 
readership of Modern Children’s Magazine

H22 UK 
Chair: Fateha Aziz                           

Harry Ricketts The Child as the Moving Edge of History: 
Disempowering and Empowering in Kipling’s 
Puck of Pook’s Hill and Rewards and Fairies

Lissa Paul Eliza Fenwick’s Late-Enlightenment Children: 
The Real and the Imaginary

Lucy Pearson Prizing the nation: home, heritage and 
history in the Carnegie Medal

H23 USA
Chair: Karen Sands-O’Connor                           

Katharine 
Slater 

Out of Many, One? History, Nationalism, 
and Caddie Woodlawn’s Uneasy Reunions

Kana Oyabu Creating Amish Childhood for non-Amish 
Readers: Representation and Consumption 
of Religious Childhood in Rachel Yoder series

Roberta S. 
Trites 

Intersectionality and Aetonormativity: The 
Matrix of Race, Gender, Class, and Age in 
Curtis’s Historical Novel The Mighty Miss 
Malone



H24 Ancient and Modern
Chair: Mary Shine Thompson                                

Kristine Moruzi Children and Charity in the Nineteenth 
Century

Jaanika Palm Ancient Estonian Heroes in Children’s and 
Youth Publications throughout Time

Doris Wolf A Historical Look at Residential School 
Picture Books in Canada: The Shift to 
Discourses of Reconciliation
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PANELS
M1 Poetry
Chair: Doris Wolf                                         

Karen Coats The Aesthetics of Zaniness in Children’s 
Illustrated Poetry

Heather Snell Toward Imagining a Different Kind 
of Poetics: An Analysis of Some 
Groundbreaking Poetry Anthologies for 
Children and Young People

Maria Rosario 
Neira

Children as implied readers in poetry
picture books

M2 Poetry and the Body
Chair: Victoria Flanagan                               

Debbie 
Pullinger

Hand on your life / Feel the rhythm of time: 
children’s poetry, orality and the body

Jan Van Coillie The representation and perception of the 
body in children’s poetry

Barbara McNeil Creating Childhoods through Performance 
Poetry: Rich Language, Powerful Images, and 
Positive Possibilities

M3 (1) and M3 (2) The Picture Book Exploring,
Interrogating and Analysing Challenging and
Controversial Picture books 
Chair: Janet Evans                           

Ciara Boylan Introduction: Picture books as Strange, 
Challenging and Controversial Texts

Pádraic Whyte Who Are These Picture books For?: 
Controversial Picture books and the 
Question of Audience

Ciara Gallagher Challenging Fairy Tales: Fear, Feminism, and 
Teaching

Kerenza Ghosh Who’s Afraid of the Big Wolf?: Children’s 
Responses to the Portrayal of Wolves in 
Picture Books

Sandie Mourao What’s Real and What’s Not: Playing With 
the Mind in Wordless Picture books

MEDIA, CREATIVITY AND CHILDHOOD

M4 Picture Book - Theoretical Approaches
Chair: Debbie Pullinger                             

Susanne Reichl Imag(in)ing the Impossible: Illustrating time 
travel for young readers

Sophie
Shih-Han Su

Re-creating Childhood Issues by Getting 
into the Minds of Children: What Have the 
Illustrations in Picture Books Revealed?

Olga Bukhina Mikhail Bakhtin’s “Grotesque Body” and the 
Subversive Nature of Children’s Literature

M5 Narrative Creation and Impact on Readers  
Chair: Sandie Mourao                             

Farriba Schulz Childhood in picture books nominated for 
the German Children’s Literature Award 
from 1956 onwards

Jennifer Miskec;
Maureen J. 
Walls-McKay

Anxious Adolescents from Birth: New Baby 
Picture Books and Stories of Selfhood

M7 Picture Book - Construction of Childhood 
Chair: Amy Nottingham-Martin                  

Sara Reis da 
Silva; António 
Camilo Cunha

Re-creating childhoods through Portuguese 
picture books:  a cross-over reading of body, 
games and playing

Mark Macleod The Possibility of Belonging: the Collapsing 
of Time and Space in Jeannie Baker’s Picture 
Books

M8 Picture Book - Construction of Childhood -
Gender
Chair: Susanne Reichl                          

Amy 
Nottingham-
Martin

Fashioning the self: how Picture book 
portrayals of getting dressed weave 
developing identity and social norms into 
the clothing of childhood

Dawn Sardella-
Ayres

Playacting Gender in Annie Fellows 
Johnston’s The Little Colonel Series

Claudia Mendes Nude, naked or bare: visual representations 
of children’s bodies in contemporary picture 
books



M10 Digital Media - Picture book apps
Chair: Anika Ullmann                   

Aline Federico Picture book apps: the child’s movement in 
and out of the narrative                                               

Yan Zheng Creating an Interactive Childhood through 
Digital Narrative: New Narrative Patterns 
and Possibilities Brought by Interactive 
Digital Story Picture books

M11 Digital Media - The Digital Child 
Chair: Aline Federico                         

Eric Meyers Constructing the Digital Child: Books Apps 
and the Reading Ecology of the Home            

Anika Ullmann Digital Natives & Co. - Modern Day 
Childhoods in Popular Science                    

Ayoe Quist 
Henkel

Articulation of young adult readers in a 
digitalized and medialized landscape of texts

M12 llustration and the Body 
Chair: Iris Schäefer

Sarah Mygind Tip you’re it: Animating the child body in 
digital story apps

Honami Suzuki A Study of the Relation between Body 
and the Picture book: Focusing on Hiroshi 
Kagakui’s Creative Works         

M13 Practitioner Research 
Chair: Rachel Skrlac Lo

Anthony Eaton The spaces between: examining creative 
practice within an academic context 

Gail Edwards Creating Childhood Through Storytelling: 
The Art of Marie Shedlock                            

Celia Abicalil 
Belmiro

One Writer, Three Illustrators, Four Works of 
Literature and Many Stories to Tell

M13 Practitioner Research – Reading  
Chair: Gail Edwards

Masako 
Nagai; Miki 
Takeuchi; Mari 
Muramatsu

Creating childhoods through contemporary 
picture books: Children’s creative reading in 
class

Rachel Skrlac 
Lo

Considerations of Family in Picture books: 
Exploring Family Diversity in an After-School 
Reading Club                     

M15 Practitioner Research – Drama 
Chair: Amy Palmer                       

Kate Harvey Interactive Theatre and Adaptation in 
the Baboró International Arts Festival for 
Children, 2014

Toshio Kimura The Process of Creating a Childhood through 
a Figure, that Especially Likes Jumping

Jack Shu The English fairy tale “Mr. Fox”  Drama

M16 Drama and Performativity
Chair: Kate Harvey

Gesa Woltjen The Unshakeable Idea of Innocence: Lillian 
Hellman’s play The Children’s Hour and Its 
Concept of Childhood

Jane 
Wattenberg

‘My Own History of this Wonderful Event 
is Necessarily True’: Herminie Templeton 
Kavanagh, Oisín of Tír na n-Óg and the Irish 
Diaspora in America

M17 Screen
Chair: Jane Wattenberg

Roberta Silva Images of Childhood in Movies

Jamie Naidoo The Transgendered Childhood of Jazz 
Jennings: A Transient Life On the Page and 
Off the Screen    

Lai Wei-ching Animal Farm for Taiwan’s Children: 
Construction of the Child in the 1954 
Animation and Chinese Translations
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M18 Film
Chair: Jamie Naidoo                                      

Mariana 
Spanaki

Reflections on Two Dolphins a film by Dinos 
Demopoulos (1989/1993): Healing through 
travelling

Yasmin 
Lehmann

Village of the damned nation – Michael 
Haneke’s The White Ribbon

Lara Hedberg Who’s really faking it in the MTV series 
Faking it?

M20 Graphics
Chair: Janelle Mathis                               

Ebony Elizabeth 
Thomas

Toward a Theory of the Dark Fantastic: The 
Role of Racial Difference in Speculative 
Young Adult Literature and Media

Sanna 
Lehtonen

“I just don’t know what went wrong” – 
Young men, girls’ toys and fan identities on 
brony.fi

M22 National Identity 
Chair: Sanna Lehtonen                       

Rebecca Ann 
Long

“Fanciful Dreaming”: Children in the 
Landscape of Irish Children’s Literature

Gokce Elif 
Baykal; Ilgim 
Veryeri-Alaca                                                                      

Animated Turkish Lullabies: Re-
Contextualizing the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage via New Adaptations, Educational 
Television Content, Experimental New 
Media

M23 Child/Childhood
Chair: Marianne Martens                       

Dina H. Elabd A Historic Analysis of the Role of Children in 
the Arabian Nights Folklore                 

Bahar Gursel Stories from the Thousand and One Days: 
The Representation of the Child in Early 
Twentieth-Century English Translation of 
Turkish Fairy Tales

Hannah Parry Mythical Children and Myths of Childhood 
in C.S. Lewis’s The Magician’s Nephew and 
Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials 

M24 Child/Childhood
Chair: Emma McGilp                             

Susanne Reichl The Representation of the Child and 
Childhood in The Princess Who Loved Insects

Sophie
Shih-Han Su

“The Picture book as an event” - A discussion 
of the performative dimensions of the 
Norwegian Picture book The Three Billy Goats 
Gruff at the Water Park

M25 Theoretical Approaches  
Chair: Lucy Pearson              

Luz Santa Maria Reminiscences of a golden age:  the fable in 
contemporary children’s literature                                

Regina Cabreira Imminent death and possible redemption as 
a mythical approach to children’s emotional 
and psychological development in fairy tales                                       

Deborah 
Thacker

Complicity, Conspiracy and Collusion: 
Children as co-storytellers in fiction and 
real-world inter-actions

M26 Gender
Chair: Sherry Rose                  

Tina Hanlon Mutsmag and her European Ancestors   

Marta 
Gosovska

“When Animals Could Speak”: Male And 
Female Characters In IvanFranko’s Fairy Tales

Emma 
Whatman

Playing Pretty: Fairy Tales, Beauty Ideals, and 
Interactive Media 

M27 Animal/Human Interaction 
Chair: Roxanne Harde                     

Roxanne Harde “He called their namesakes, the animals, 
from each direction”: Animals in Native 
Children’s Literature and the Rhetorics of 
Orality

Angelina 
Sbroma

As Legends Do: The Animal Child in 
T.H. White’s The Sword in the Stone

Maggie 
Meimaridi

‘Come seek us where our voices sound’; 
Reading the Mermaid in Harry Potter



M28 Constructing, creating, and curating
childhoods through visual texts and cultures
Chair: Naomi Hamer               

Naomi Hamer Curating childhood through children’s book 
exhibitions: Creating young art gallery 
patrons

Elizabeth 
Marshall

Ophelias, Over Achievers, and Queen Bees: 
Creating Schoolgirls

Nathalie op de 
Beeck

Children’s Ecoliterature: Creating Young 
Naturalists

M29 Death in Picture Books 
Chair: Lesley Clement                         

Lesley Clement The Last Resort: Death and Liminal Spaces in 
Children’s Picture books on Emily Dickinson      

Margarita 
Georgieva

‘The child of that hapless mother!’ 
Representations of Children in Gothic 
Novels, 1764 to 1830              

Janet Evans Responding to Historical Influences, 
Symbolism, and the Meaning of Life in Wolf 
Erlbruch’s Duck, Death and the Tulip

M30 Baby Steps: Creating Childhood through
Picture books and Other Early Encounters
with Culture  
Chair: Elina Druker 

Sara Pankenier 
Weld

Russian Abecedaria Over the Ages

Elina Druker Representations of Children as Consumers in 
Swedish Picture books         

Maria Lassén-
Seger;
Mia Österlund

Making Finnish Babies: Picture books in 
Finnish maternity packages

M31 The Teaching of English Through Fairy Tales: An 
Experience in a Brazilian Public School 
Chair: Dayse Paulino de Ataide

Dayse Paulino 
de Ataide

N/A

Carolina 
Laurino Rossini

N/A

Marina Siqueira 
Persegona

N/A

M32 Film  
Chair: Tina Hanlon

Peter Cumming Children in Love: Representations of 
Romance in Children’s Literature and Film

Maria Ligia; 
Bárbara Branco 
Puppi

True love relationships in Frozen and 
Maleficent

Vicente Garcia-
Escriva

How to turn The Hobbit into blockbuster

M33 Film 
Chair: Peter Cumming                     

Tom 
Sandercock 

Embodying Difference: Transing Gender and 
Race in Adolescent Body-Swapping Films

Astrid Surmatz Intermedial Childhoods: Creating Arctic 
Childhood in Frozen

M34 Picture books/Illustrations
Chair: Pam Whitty

Mary Galbraith Snowman, child self figures in Raymond 
Briggs

Laurel Cohn Ordinary and Extraordinary: Sugar-rich foods 
in picture books for young children

M35 Picture books
Chair: Mary Galbraith

Hanne Kiil “Mother is gone. POOF!”

Mieke K.T 
Desmet

V is for Violence    

M36 Picture books
Chair: Mieke K.T Desmet

Sophie 
Heywood

The Child Traveller as Symbol of Hope in 
Postwar Europe

Sherry Rose; 
Pam Whitty

Disrupting fear, lack and blame through 
literary participations   

Nicola Daly The Concept of Childhood in the New 
Zealand Picture book Collection
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M37 Digital Media
Chair: David Rudd                                     

Victoria 
Flanagan 

Digital Subjectivities: Growing Up in 
Cyberspace

Celeste Trimble Indigenous Narratives and The 
Adolescent Reader: The Impact of Cultural 
Representation on Formation and Well-
Being

M38 Drama and Performativity
Chair: Tammy Mielke                                

Amy Palmer “A new field of make-believe”:  Plays written 
for children to perform 1892-1939

Sally Chen Growing Up amid Revolutionary Slogans: 
Children’s Drama Play Writing in the Era of 
Taiwan’s National Turmoil

M39 Graphics
Chair: Mariana Spanaki                      

Eve Tandoi Negotiating and Transforming Meaning: A 
case study of children reading hybrid novels 
in the primary classroom

Zahra Amlani Harness children’s imaginative potential 
using visual and textual interplay in 
children’s nonfiction 

M40 Fairy Tales
Chair: Virginie Douglas                       

Amanda 
Norman

Fairy Folk and Metaphors: Using story 
as a narrative in developing a shared 
understanding of young children’s emotional 
literacy          

Elizabeth Bullen Normalising wonderful:  Childhood 
socialization and the short fairy tale film 

Hannah Parry Mythical Children and Myths of Childhood 
in C.S. Lewis’s The Magician’s Nephew and 
Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials 

CREATING CHILDHOODS

C1 Changing Nature of Childhood 1
Chair: Emma Whatman                             

Virginie 
Douglas

When do you stop being a child and start 
being a young adult?: Writing the blurry 
borders of childhood in Kevin Brooks’s YA 
novels

Yuko 
Ashitagawa

In Answer to Peter and Wendy’s Problem: 
Childhood and Growth in Tom’s Midnight 
Garden and When Marnie Was There

Cristina Correro 21st Century Book Characters: urban, 
multicultural, concerned and still male

C2 Changing Nature of Childhood 2 
Chair: Kit Kelen             

Berislav 
Majhut;
Sanja Lovric 
Kralj

A Change in the Image of the Child in 
Children’s Literature in the 1950s in Socialist 
Yugoslavia

Kay Hancock Sliding and Flying: construction of New 
Zealand childhoods within the Ready to 
Read instructional reading series

C3 Gender
Chair: Heather Snell                  

Mel Gibson; 
Kay Sambell

The Excelsior Award. Disrupting professional 
notions about constructions of childhood, 
reading and gender.

Diti Vyas Indian children’s literature and Gender 
Politics: A Comparative Analysis of 
Masculinity and Boyhood in Adventure 
Fiction in English and Gujarati 

K. Usha Invisible Cinderellas: Roads Not Taken. An 
Analysis Of Doris Pilkington’s Rabbit Proof 
Fence

C4 Challenging Stereotypes 1 
Chair: Anne Skaret                     

B.J. Epstein “Being gay is not an issue…it is a 
fact”: Problem books for children and 
problematizing childhood

Antoneli de 
Farias Matos

Clarice Lispector and the writing of 
childhood 



CREATING CHILDHOODS
C5 Challenging Stereotypes 2
Chair: Margot Hillel               

Anna 
Nordenstam;
Christina Olin-
Scheller

Swedish childhoods through the lens of easy 
reading books

Karin Nykvist Before and After: The Literary Child and the 
Welfare State Narrative

Siwan Rosser Marginalised Childhoods: minority-language 
children’s literature

C6 Comprimised Childhood 1
Chair: Keith O’Sullivan                         

Sabrina S 
Kamal

Idealism, didacticism and realism in 
Rabindranath Tagore’s characterisation of 
child-protagonists

Christopher 
Owen

Systemic Oppression in Children’s Portal-
Quest Fantasy Literature

C7 Comprimised Childhood 2
Chair: Kristin Ørjasæter

Tomoko Masaki Creating Childhood: A Phenomenological 
Study on Charles Keeping’s Through the 
Window

Janelle Mathis Exploring Childhoods of Immigrant Children 
Created in Global Literature:  Issues of 
Authenticity, Complexity, and Missing 
Insights

Philip Nel Childhoods “outside the boundaries 
of imagination”: Race, Genre, and the 
Segregation of African American Children’s 
Literature

C8 Compromised Childhood 3
Chair: Kristine Moruzi

Elisabeth 
Wesseling

Constructing the Adoptable Child in Dutch 
Children’s Literature

Margot Hillel Missing Mum: the vulnerable child in 
children’s literature in nineteenth and early 
twentieth-century Australia

C9 Compromised Childhood 3  
Chair: Rose Miller

Kjersti 
Lersbryggen 
Mørk

“The words are prisoners inside Boj’s head” 
The unspeakable and the child witness in 
Sinna Mann [Angry Man]

Lydia Kokkola The Romance of the Road or the Realism of 
Ridicule

O J Joycee The Child in Folktales

C10 Memory
Chair: Peter Hunt                     

Tom 
Sandercock 

Childhood as Memory and Desire in Gaspar 
Noe’s Enter the Void Film

Helma van 
Lierop-
Debrauwer

The complexities of childhood. 
Autobiographies of childhood for child 
readers

C11 Memory 2
Chair: Anto Thomas

Maria 
Chatzianastasi

Mothers-daughters and the transmission of 
memory in Cypriot children’s literature since 
1974

Song Hyunhee I couldn’t remember my childhood!: 
Memory Theory of The Maze Runner
and The Giver

C12 Adventure
Chair: Olga Bukhina

Marilynn S 
Olson

Without Names: defining childhood as an 
audience for pirate tales

Björn 
Sundmark

The Child Robinsonade   

Kristin 
Ørjasæter

Postcolonial Adventure and Colonial 
Heritage
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C13 Identity
Chair: Kate Stewart             

Anto Thomas Constructed / Constructive Childhood: 
Urban Knowledge Creation and the Socio-
Spatial Construction of Child-Identity in 
India

Gudrun Marci 
 Boehncke; 
Ricarda Trapp

Being young – being online: : Mediatization 
(Krotz 2002), convergence and identity 
management in current German literature 
for children and adolescents

Dayse Paulino 
de Ataide

The Representation of work and the 
construction of Identities in Os Colegas and 
Oliver Twist

C14 Human-animal Relationship 
Chair: Philip Nel                               

Kit Kelen Woods Where Things Have No Names
From China: An Investigation of ‘The Teddy 
Bears’ Picnic’ (so-called)

Kate Stewart;
Matthew Cole

Vegan children’s literature:  Contesting 
domination and socializing compassion for 
animals

C15 Renegotiation of Childhood
Chair: Fateha Aziz 

Hiroko Sasada The Re-creation of Childhood in Doraemon: 
The Self-realisation and Self-development 
of the Boy Protagonist through the 
Relationship with a Cat Robot Gifted by His 
Descendant

Miki Takeuchi Creating childhood in Japanese modern 
fantasy: The case of the Moribito series by 
Nahoko Uehashi

Peter 
Kostenniemi

The Child in the Gothic Ruins of Welfare 
Society Through narrative

C17 Agency
Chair: Elisabeth Gruner                              

Fateha Aziz Narratives of Reconstruction: Metamodern 
Agency in Selected Terry Pratchett’s 
Children’s Fiction

Justyna Deszcz-
Tryhubczak

Childhood, Utopianism and Literature: 
Young Readers of Radical Fantasy Fiction 
Comment on the Future

Lilia Ratcheva-
Stratieva 

The Child as a Moral Corrective in Slavic 
Folktales

C18 Creating Childhood and Young Adulthood in/ 
as Genre: Speculative Fiction, Implied Readers, 
and Agency 
Chair: Naomi Wood            

Naomi Wood ‘Further Up and Further In’: Closure Deferred 
in The Last Battle

Elisabeth 
Gruner

Reading, Resistance, and Reading Resistance 
in Recent Dystopian Fantasy

Teya Rosenberg Radical Politics and Inherent Conservatism 
in Children’s Magical Realism

C19 Culture 1
Chair: Ciara Gallagher                  

Marianne 
Martens

“Vitello has a knife:” Examining social 
constructions on childhood and ensuing 
cultural creations in Denmark and the 
United States

David Rudd Constructing and Deconstructing Childhood 
in Children’s Literature

C 20 Panel The Face of Multicultural Children’s
Literature in Singapore and the Philippines
Chair: Rhoda Myra Garces-Bacsal                  

Rhoda Myra 
Garces-Bacsal

Stories that Heal – A Multicultural 
Perspective

Jesus Federico 
Hernandez

Tales from the fringe: The representation 
of people with disabilities in contemporary 
Philippine children’s literature

Ruanni Tupas Reading Lives and Practices of Singapore 
Teachers and the Use of Multicultural 
Children’s Literature to promote
Socio-emotional Learning



C21 Images of the Child 1
Chair: Petros Panaou               

Eliana Lucía 
Montenegro 
Sepúlveda

El Álbum de los Niños: An image of the 
national child

Motoko Sato Sensitive, Individual, Introverted: The Image 
of the Child in Japanese Children’s Literature 
after 1980

Manuela Salvi The Americanisation of Italian Children’s 
Publishing: National Authors and the 
Representation of the Child

C22 Images of the Child 2
Chair: Janice Bland                         

Kim Ilgu; Ji 
Shengjie

‘Child God’ Images in Western and Eastern 
Children’s Literature

JoAnn Conrad Train Stories: Progressive Utopias to 
Infantilized Citizenry

Junko Yokota Depictions of Childhoods in Multicultural 
Picture Books:  How Historical Discourse 
Influences Representation

C23 Reader Response
Chair: Tom Sandercock

Petros Panaou; 
Stan Steiner; 
Maggie Chase; 
Eun hye Son

Children’s Favourite Childhood Constructs: 
Identifying Patterns in Children’s Choices 
Award-Winning Narratives (2005-2014)

Sandra 
Williams

‘I know I’m definitely a South American 
shaman’: constructions of the young Ologist

Eva Wijman Forever Young: Challenging Childhood and 
Adulthood in Young Adult Fiction

C8 Forms of Childhood 1: An Alternative Concep-
tion of ‘International Children’s Literature’
Chair: John Stephens

John Stephens Alternative conception of international 
children’s literature

Celia Abicalil 
Belmiro 

N/A

Alice Curry N/A

C25 Forms of Childhood 2: Death in Children’s 
Literature I: Shaping and Re-shaping Childhoods 
through Sound and Silence 
Chair: Lesley Clement

Michal Ephratt “Nameless but not Voiceless: What is 
Pronounced by (leaving) (dead) Children 
Unnamed”

Emily 
Petermann 

The Child’s Death as Cautionary Tale: From 
Struwwelpeter to The Gashlycrumb Tinies

Rosana Kohl 
Bines

‘Mother: I want to lie down in one of those 
boxes too’: Mia Couto’s ‘O Rio das Quatro 
Luzes’

C26 Forms of Childhood 3: Understanding children 
and childhood through the concept of nature
Chair: Nina Goga                    

Nina Goga What did she tell? Secondary school 
students’ answers to a book title.

Hege Emma 
Rimmereide

The wilderness as a pivotal topos in The 
Savage (2009, David Almond and Dave 
McKean)

Tone Birkeland Die Kanincheninsel (1977) revisited

Tue Schwebs Nature, technology and nostalgia in the app 
Numberlys (2012)

Aslaug Nyrnes Literature through Landscapes

C27 Forms of Childhood 4: Approaching Icelandic 
Childhood Chair: Dagný Kristjánsdóttir
Chair: Anto Thomas

Maria 
Chatzianastasi

The Man who hated Children: On Thorarinn 
Leifsson’s grotesque novels for young adults

Anna Heiða On religion and guilt in Icelandic children’s 
books

Helga 
Birgisdóttir

The way we say we were: The image of 
children in historical Icelandic children’s 
books

Kristján Jóhann 
Jónsson

Confronting Death in Children’s books
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C29 Forms of Childhood 5 
Chair: Pádraic Whyte                               

Bob Davis Prodigal Children: Innocence, Experience and 
the Meanings of Childhood

Dominik Becher But all the Magic I Know: Definitions of 
Magic

Esma Dumanli 
Kadizade

Child In “Falaka” According To The Pedagogy 
Of John Locke

C29 Forms of Childhood 6
Chair: Ciara Boylan          

Naomi Akahane The disappearance of childhood and 
reconsidering it in Japan

Clementine 
Beauvais

Precocious childhood and impatient adults

Inoue Seigo “Why do you always need ‘innocent’ 
children?” – Benjamin Britten’s method to 
depict “childhood” in his song cycle “Songs 
and Proverbs of William Blake” 

C30 Childhood and Sexuality
Chair: Deborah Thacker

Melissa Wilson Virgins and vamps: constructions of 
sexuality in recent young adult novels

Katy Lewis Mermaid Tales: The Culture of Mermaids
and Rape



MASTER SCHEDULE
SUNDAY 9 AUGUST

09.30 - 
11.00

H1 H6 H4 H9 H16 H19 N/A B6 B5 B11

11.30-
13.00

H3 H8 H12 H5 H13 H21 H15 B12 B7 B1

14.15-
15.45

H10 H7 N/A H23 H14 H20 B2 B8 B4 B10

16.15-
17.45

H11 H17 H18 H22 M4 H24 B3 B9 C4 M38

MONDAY 10 AUGUST

09.30 - 
11.00

M3 (1) M8 M36 M1 M20 M16 N/A M23 M21 M39

11.30-
13.00

M3 (2) M5 M17 M2 M34 N/A M10 M24 M22 M40

TUESDAY 11 AUGUST

09.30 - 
11.00

M6 M28 M18 M13 M25 M26 M11 C25 C24 C23

11.30-
13.00

M7 M29 M32 M14 M27 M31 M37 C5 C7 C6

16.15-
17.45

M30 M35 M33 M15 C14 C3 M12 C8 C26 N/A

WEDNESDAY 12 AUGUST

09.30 - 
11.00

C1 N/A C29 C19 C21 N/A C13 C9 C27 C17

11.30-
13.00

C2 C30 C12 C20 C22 C11 C15 C10 C28 C18

Key:
B = Body  H = History  M = Media  C = Creating Childhood
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PANEL H1: BLOODLANDS FICTION
AND CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

Abstract: In his critically-
acclaimed study, Bloodlands: 
Europe Between Hitler and Stalin 
(2010), Yale historian Timothy 
Snyder challenges conventional, 
predominately Anglo-American 
historical accounts of the Second 
World War and its initial causes.  
In the course of his investigation, 
Snyder argues that, although 
both historical and fictional 
representations of inter-war-era 
and Second World-era Europe are 
primarily concerned with events 
that occurred in its western and 
central regions, the greatest civilian 
and military losses incurred during 
this period were experienced within 
Eastern Europe. Indeed, as the 
title of his book suggests, Eastern 
European nations such as Poland, 
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland, 
Ukraine, Romania, and western 

Russia collectively constituted the 
blood-soaked terrain on which the 
most violent political conflicts, 
military battles, and genocidal 
events of the period took place. 
Snyder’s historiographical account 
challenges the binaries that inform 
conventional Anglo-American 
narratives of the Second World 
War, insofar as it draws attention 
to the ways in which the ostensibly 
opposed Nazi and Stalinist regimes 
actually collaborated in their 
mutual conquest of strategic 
Eastern European territories.  
Scholarly attention to the so-called 
“Bloodlands”—the area between 
“Hitler and Stalin”—uncovers the 
so-far suppressed, ambivalent, 
and complex historical narratives 
of the Second World War.

Snyder’s study is part of a rising 
tide of recent reevaluations of 
European history in the period 
between the late 1920s and 1950s. 
This new historical perspective 
opens a yet-uncharted space for 
reevaluation of works of children’s 
literature that represents events 
occurring in Eastern Europe 
during that period—deportations, 
displacement, genocide, and other 
forms of persecution meant to 
subdue or eliminate entire ethnic 
or national groups. In this panel 
we want to discuss representative 
examples and the cultural role 
of what Marek Oziewicz has 
called “Bloodlands Fiction”: a 
category of children’s historical 
fiction set in Eastern Europe and 
describing the traumas suffered by 
Eastern European nations under 
Stalin’s and Hitler’s regimes.

Sunday 9 August 09.30 - 11.00

MAREK OZIEWICZ
Bloodlands Fiction: From Trauma to Recovery in Between Shades of Gray,
Breaking Stalin’s Nose, and A Winter’s Day in 1939

Biography: Marek Oziewicz is the Marguerite Henry Professor of Children’s and Young Adult Literature at The University of 
Minnesota—Twin Cities. He discovered books as a child and was never the same afterwards. Marek has published widely 
on children’s speculative fiction and his monograph One Earth, One People (McFarland 2008) won the 2010 Mythopoeic 
Scholarship Award in Myth and Fantasy Studies. His most recent book is Justice in Young Adult Speculative Fiction:
A Cognitive Reading (Routledge 2015)

PANEL
ABSTRACTS



Abstract: The Second World War 
and the first decades of the Soviet 
Regime were a period of victory 
and way to prosperity in official 
Soviet discourse, but decades of 
fear and terror for the Estonian 
nation. Moreover, speaking about 
this period differently than official 
history proclaimed, was a taboo 
until the collapse of Soviet Union 
in the end of 1980s. The last 25 
years after Estonia had regained its 
independence has been a period of 
disclosing innumerable personal, 
domestic and national traumas 
and tragedies. This is reflected 
in children’s literature as well. 
The paper focuses on a number 

of works by Estonian female 
children’s authors and illustrators 
– Leelo Tungal, Kadri Hinrikus, 
Tiia Toomet and Ilon Wikland. 

All these authors use either 
personal or family memories, which 
may be frighteningly hard, e.g. 
experiences of war, deportations, 
fleeing over the Baltic Sea in 
September 1944, the imprisonment 
of a three-year old girl’s mother 
during the Stalin era etc. These 
events had an irreversible impact 
on these authors’ childhood, and 
as such, these books have been 
created by an urge to reflect and 
reconsider, perhaps even free 

oneself from these early memories.
These texts give reader a 
somewhat double perspective. 
The events shown through the 
child’s eyes, incapable of fully 
understanding them, creates an 
even more dramatic effect than 
using the third-person narrator. 
At the same time these stories 
are already filtered and recreated 
by adult consciousness and set 
into wider context. The books 
also create an uncomfortable 
contrast between the family 
tragedies, simple joys, humour 
and amusing games of childhood.

MARI NIITRA
Growing up in gloomy times: autobiographical children’s books about the
Second World War and Stalin regime by Estonian female authors

Biography: Mari Niitra is the director of Juhan Liiv Museum in Alatskivi, Estonia and a doctoral student of semiotics at the 
University of Tartu, Estonia. Mari’s research has primarily focused on children’s and young adult literature, mythological 
thinking in literary narratives, and aspects of cognitive development. Her recent publications in English include a book 
chapter “Shared Songs, Secret Codes and Estonian National Identity” (2013) as well as a journal article “Mapping the Child’s 
World: The Cognitive and Cultural Function of Proper Names in a Book Series Paula’s Life” (2011). 

Abstract: As historian Timothy 
Snyder argues in his landmark 
study, Bloodlands: Europe Between 
Hitler and Stalin (2010), the 
Ukrainian famine of 1931-1933 
– or the “Holodomor” or “Death 
by Hunger,” as it is called by 
Ukrainians –  was one of the first 
of a chain of genocidal events that 
occurred in Eastern Europe during 
the first half of the twentieth 
century.  According to Snyder, this 
famine – which claimed between 
five and seven million lives – was 
not a natural event precipitated by 
bad weather or crop failure. Rather, 
it was caused by punishing grain 
requisitions carefully engineered 
by the Stalinist administration 
in order to literally starve off a 
national minority; indeed, the 
fact that the famine occurred 
coterminously with executions of 

the urban Ukrainian intelligentsia 
and a purge of the Ukrainian 
Communist Party underscores 
its tactical, genocidal, intent.  
This paper, then, accounts for 
literary representations of the 
Holodomor – especially those 
written for young audiences – that 
were produced not in Ukraine but 
rather in diasporic communities 
within North America, where 
famine survivors possessed a 
relative freedom  of expression 
denied to them by the Soviet state 
.  This paper pays particularly close 
attention to representations of the 
Holodomor produced by  survivor-
emigrées such as the twice-Nobel-
nominated Canadian author, 
Vasyl Barka (Zhovtij Knijazh, 
1963) as well as those composed 
by second-generation Ukrainian-
North American writers such as  

Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch (Enough, 
2004). In doing so, this paper 
considers the acts of linguistic and 
cultural translation these authors 
negotiated as they transmitted 
cultural memories of the famine 
to both the Ukrainian diaspora 
and to a larger North American 
audience otherwise unacquainted 
with the Holodomor. Moreover, 
this paper considers how these 
diasporic texts in turn have recently 
been adopted within secondary-
school Ukrainian curricula – and 
how, therefore, contemporary 
Ukrainian historiography and 
claims to national sovereignty 
have been radically influenced 
by diasporic interventions and 
transnational interactions.

ANASTASIA ULANOWICZ
Bloodlands Fiction and the Ukrainian Famine: A Transnational Perspective

Biography: Anastasia Ulanowicz is an associate professor of English at the University of Florida, U.S.A.  Her book, Second-
Generation Memory and Contemporary Children’s Literature: Ghost Images, was published by Routledge in 2013.  She has 
also published essays on the topics of collective memory, trauma, and history in children’s literature.  She is the associate 
editor of the journal ImageText.
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PANEL H3: CHILDREN AS CITIZENS IN 
CONTEMPORARY IRELAND; FICTIONAL, 
VIRTUAL AND “REAL” 

Abstract: This panel of papers will 
explore and outline constructions 
of childhood in contemporary 
Ireland, from the fictional through 
the virtual, to the actual.

(a) It will attempt to interrogate 
what role, if any, children’s 

literature plays, or might play, in 
current constructions of childhood 
in contemporary Ireland?

(b) With regard to the formation 
of identity, does contemporary 
children’s literature play - or 
indeed have - a roll?

(c) And at this time of 
unprecedented change, where 
received understandings and 
world views appear to be become 
outdated with increasingly rapidity, 
is there a role for gatekeepers 
in supporting and/or creating 
a cultural and educational 
environment conducive to 
resilient identity formation.

Sunday 9 August 11.30 - 13.00

MARY SHINE THOMPSON, SIOBHAN PARKINSON, JANE O’HANLON
Bloodlands Fiction: From Trauma to Recovery in Between Shades of Gray,
Breaking Stalin’s Nose, and A Winter’s Day in 1939

Biography: Mary Shine Thompson is a former teacher, lecturer and Dean Of Arts & Humanities in St Patrick’s College/DCU, 
Drumcondra, Dublin 9. Her major research specialism is in the area of twentieth-century Anglo-Irish Literature and she is the 
acknowledged expert on poet, dramatist and critic Austin Clarke, on whom she has published, included his Selected Plays. She has
made a significant contribution to the development of children’s Literature and is a former elected member of the IRSCL and chair
of ISSCL. She has co-edited, co-authored and authored several publications and is published widely in the areas of education and
children’s literature as well as children’s citizenship.

Siobhán Parkinson is the author of more than 20 books, a publisher, an editor and a translator She has lived most of her 
adult life in her native Dublin where she studied English literature and German at Trinity College Dublin, going on to take her 
doctorate in English literature. She recently became a publisher with Little Island Press, a children’s literature press, a press 
with a specialisation in translation. She is also a very active member of the writers-in-schools scheme, and gives workshops
in creative writing to children and teenagers, as well as adults. She has held various writing residencies and has been editor
of, Inis — The Children’s Books Ireland Magazine, and Bookbird.

Jane O’Hanlon is the Education Officer with Poetry Ireland, co-ordinating its education and outreach work, particularly 
through the Writers in Schools Scheme. Her background is in education and the arts, with particular involvement in the 
children’s literature sector for the last fourteen years, including being one of the founders of Poetry Aloud, the National 
Poetry Speaking Competition. She is also the convener of ETAI (Encountering the Arts Ireland), an umbrella organisation for 
over forty arts and education agencies and organisations, involved in arts education and arts-in-education in Ireland, a
partner in Laureate na nÓg, the Irish Children’s Laureate and a director of Little Island Publishers.



Biography: Ciara Boylan is a Postdoctoral Researcher on the National Collection of Children’s Books project, with a 
personal research focus on educational literature. She completed a DPhil. at the University of Oxford on the Irish career 
of Archbishop Richard Whately (1787-1863). Recent publications include ‘Famine’ in The History of Modern Ireland: a 
Princeton Guide, ed. Richard Bourke and Ian McBride (Princeton: Princeton University Press, forthcoming 2015) and 
‘Civilising a Nation: Reflections on Elementary Education in Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ with Thomas Boylan, eds. John 
Cunningham & Niall Ó Ciosáin, Niall, Culture and Society in Ireland since 1750: historical reflections in honour of Gearóid Ó 
Tuathaigh (Lilliput, forthcoming 2015).
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PANEL H4: CHILDHOODS AND
COLLECTIONS: THE NATIONAL
COLLECTION OF CHILDREN’S BOOKS 
PROJECT, IRELAND
Sunday 9 August 09.30 - 11.00

Abstract: This paper will explore 
how girlhood was created and 
constructed in educational 
texts published by The Society 
for Promoting the Education of 
the Poor in Ireland, a voluntary 
educational organization founded 
in 1811 and better known as the 
Kildare Place Society. A unique 
collection of materials covering 
didactic fiction, textbooks and 
instructive non-fiction, the 
publications of the Kildare Place 
Society represent the earliest 
systematic attempt to produce 
didactic and improving educational 
literature for the children of the 
poor in Ireland. The texts under 
examination form part of a wider 
discourse of liberal improvement 
in Ireland and Britain that drew 
upon the doctrines of political 
economy as readily as it did 

upon Christianity in its mission 
to disseminate ‘improving’ 
values such as industry, thrift, 
prudence and foresight, and was 
deeply committed to defending 
the sanctity of a hierarchical 
social order. This was a counter-
revolutionary improvement 
discourse, as practical and 
vocational in orientation as it was 
moral, which outlined and created 
particular roles, duties and values 
for working class girls as they 
matured into wives, mothers and 
independent economic agents. This 
paper will explore how girlhood 
was characterized; examine the 
values and aspirations that were 
ascribed to girlhood and impending 
womanhood; and discuss the 
lessons that were imparted to the 
daughters of the Irish poor in what 
the most successful educational 

system prior to the establishment 
of the national school system in 
1831. The texts under consideration 
include didactic fiction set in 
Ireland (amongst the earliest of 
its kind) such as Abigail Roberts’ 
The Cottage Fire-side and The 
Schoolmistress; textbooks such as 
A Concise Account of the Mode of 
Instructing in Needle-Work, and 
works of vocational and practical 
non-fiction such as Martin Doyle’s 
Hints for the Small Farmers of 
Ireland. The construction of an 
idealized girlhood, as a precursor 
to a productive and virtuous 
womanhood, will be examined 
within the context of liberal 
ideologies of improvement and 
more specifically within an Irish 
context that presented particular 
social and economic problems 
to reform-minded individuals.

CIARA BOYLAN
‘Every Irish girl should be anxious to learn this useful art’: creating Irish girlhood in educational texts for the poor



PÁDRAIC WHYTE
From the universal to the particular: Padraic Colum and the Rewriting of Myth

CIARA GALLAGHER
Constructing Irish Childhoods through narratives of transatlantic travel, 1850-1900
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Biography: Pádraic Whyte is Assistant Professor of English and co-director of the Masters programme in Children’s 
Literature at the School of English, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland. He is author of Irish Childhoods: Children’s Fiction and 
Irish History (2011), and co-editor of Children’s Literature and New York City (2014). In 2013, he was co-recipient of a major 
Irish Research Council/Government of Ireland research grant (of over €350,000) to begin to create a National Collection 
of Children’s Books and to help establish Dublin as a world centre for children’s literature research. (www.nccb.tcd.ie)

Abstract: This paper examines 
the many versions of cultural 
myths written by Irishman Padraic 
Colum in the early part of the 
twentieth century and explores the 
processes of transnationalism and 
globalisation at work in his writing. 
Focusing on children’s books 
from collections held at Trinity 
College library, I wish to examine 
the role of Colum’s work in the 
development of myth in children’s 
literature more generally and how 
his experiences in Ireland and the 
US – as well as his knowledge of 
the structures of European and 
Irish folktales - helped to shape his 
writing and arguably reshape the 
mythic tales of other cultures.

Padraic Colum (1881-1972) was 
an Irish poet, novelist, dramatist, 
biographer, children’s author 
and collector of folklore. Colum 
participated in the Irish Literary 
Revival, moved to the U.S. in 1916, 
wrote many books and articles for 
children, was cited for the Newbery 
Honor, and became a Professor at 
Columbia University. During his 
time in the US he worked closely 
with Macmillan publishers and with 
Hungarian illustrator Willy Pogany 
in writing many different myths 
for children. His work includes 
The King of Ireland’s Son: An Irish 
Folktale (1916), Children of Odin 
(1920), The Adventures of Odysseus 
and the Tales of Troy (1920), and the 

Hawaiian myths and legends of At 
the Gateways of the Day (1924). 

Drawing upon theories of 
globalization (such as the work 
of Roland Robertson) this paper 
explores the manner in which 
Colum’s Irish background shaped 
his writings in the US; how his 
novels published in the U.S. 
might have impacted upon and 
contributed to the development 
of children’s literature; and how 
the experiences and publishing 
opportunities granted to him 
contributed to the development 
of particular notions of Irish 
children’s literature. 

Biography: Ciara Gallagher has a PhD in English from Maynooth University on ideas of home and literary activism in 
contemporary Indian literature, which partly focused on children’s literature. She has taught in Maynooth University 
and University College Dublin, and is currently a postdoctoral researcher on the National Collection of Children’s Books 
project. Recent publications include “Virtual Worlds and New Literary Interactions in Salman Rushdie’s Luka and the Fire 
of Life”, in Beyond the Book: Transforming Children’s Literature, Bridget Carrington and Jennifer Harding, eds., (Newcastle 
Upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013).

Abstract: Ideas of childhood 
become further contested during 
times of societal change, and 
perhaps substantially so during 
periods of high emigration, as 
communities strive to retain, 
or indeed, heighten, various 
elements associated with their 
national identity. High levels of 
Irish emigration to America began 
in the 1840s as a result of the 
Great Famine, though emigration 
persisted throughout the remainder 
of the nineteenth century for a 
variety of economic, social, and 
political reasons. This large-scale 
movement of people was, in turn, 
reflected in the children’s literature 
available on both sides of the 
Atlantic. In children’s literature 
published in America, often by Irish 
authors or those of Irish descent, 
Irish children became the focus 

of narratives where the child was 
responsible for preserving the 
moral and religious purity of a 
community, and, at times, the 
preservation of a distinct and 
unique national identity. In these 
instances, the child is constructed 
as symbolic of the need to preserve 
such traditions, while childhood 
often signifies the beginning of a 
good and pure life established in a 
new and vast multicultural society. 
Significantly, such child characters 
are often orphans or have travelled 
without their parents, and the child 
becomes a source of guidance 
or ideological investment for the 
adults they encounter within the 
narrative. However, narratives 
of transatlantic travel with Irish 
child characters at their centre 
during this period are not without 
variation. Set against a literary 

backdrop of the emergence of 
British boys’ adventure story, and 
intermingling with the burgeoning 
Sunday School tradition in 
America, literature concerning 
the migration of Irish children 
arguably draws from and interacts 
with both of these traditions. This 
paper will chart some of the texts 
available from the period in the 
Children’s Literature collections 
in Dublin city, and will examine 
texts by Mrs J. Sadlier, Mary E. 
Mannix and others. The paper will 
suggest that texts with Irish child 
migrants at their core occupy a 
space somewhere between these 
genres and traditions, and will 
consider the implications of this 
status for the construction of 
‘Irish’ childhoods in America.
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KEITH O’SULLIVAN
An absence longing to be present: The elision of adulthood in contemporary Irish children’s literature

Biography: Keith O’Sullivan is Head of English at the Church of Ireland College of Education, Dublin. He recently co-edited 
Irish Children’s Literature and Culture: New Perspectives on Contemporary Writing (Routledge, 2011) and Children’s Literature 
and New York City (Routledge, 2014). In 2013, he was co-recipient of a major Irish Research Council/Government of Ireland 
research grant (of over €350,000) to begin to create a National Collection of Children’s Books and to help establish Dublin
as a world centre for children’s literature research. (www.nccb.tcd.ie)

Abstract: Examining the Irish 
Children’s Literature Collection at 
the Church of Ireland College of 
Education Library (but focusing, 
in particular, on picturebooks, and 
those of Oliver Jeffers, especially) 
this papers argues that, while 
much twenty-first-century Irish 
children’s literature positively 
depicts protagonists in processes 
of development toward adulthood, 
a Romantic Quintessential 
Child still haunts the pages of 
award-winning contemporary 
writings and illustration.

In the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, there was 
a tendency among writers to 
reinterpret traditional Judeo-
Christian patterns of thought—Fall, 
redemption and the restoration of 

Paradise—in a secular context. One 
of the more prominent contexts 
for this revision of Judeo-Christian 
thinking in the period was the 
tension between childhood 
innocence and adult experience. 
According to Judith Plotz, although 
the diverse representations of 
childhood in the literatures of 
the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries undermine 
arguments for a single Romantic 
type of child, William Wordsworth 
has come to be seen as the 
founding father of a Quintessential 
Child. Despite the fact that the very 
concept of ‘innocence’ was much 
less appealing to Wordsworth 
than it is to Wordsworthians, Plotz 
contends that this Quintessential 
Child—the emanation of 
nature and the embodiment of 

autonomous, unitary consciousness 
— has come to symbolize 
idyllic childhood innocence. 

Consistent with the assertions of 
Plotz and Jacqueline Rose’s that 
children’s fiction—through the 
Golden Age to the present day—
has continually returned to this 
particular Romantic construction 
of childhood, this paper argues that 
residual traces of a Wordsworthian 
Quintessential Child are still 
evident in contemporary Irish 
children’s literature. It claims 
that Irish writing and illustration 
for children has not completely 
severed their links with an ideology 
that sequesters the child in poetic 
isolation – as a pure point of 
origin, immune to the presence 
and pressures of adulthood.
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PANEL H5: LITTLE MAGAZINES FOR BIG 
TIMES: CREATING CHILDHOOD IN
FORGOTTEN PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS 
OF THE 1930S AND THE 1940S BY
AND FOR CHILDREN

Abstract: According to Liverpool 
businessman Frank Hornby, his 
early 20th century construction 
toy Meccano assisted boys in 
learning not only the principles 
of mechanics and engineering, 
but also provided the tools for 
developing manly British spirits 
characterized by initiative, 
precision, helpfulness and 
competition.  Through the Meccano 
Magazine (1916-1981)—the first 
and only engineering periodical for 
youth— and the Meccano Guild 
(established in 1919), Hornby 
constructed a boys’ character 
organization and movement 
based on boys as “makers” and 
dedicated to creating Meccano 
a “national hobby” and Britain a 

nation of engineers and “useful 
men.” Although little known in the 
history of children’s periodicals 
given its specialty nature and 
almost complete disregard (if not 
distrust) of the “ripping yarns” 
found in most boys’ periodicals of 
the period, this paper argues that 
including the Meccano Magazine 
in the history of children’s 
periodicals and children’s culture 
more generally enhances our 
understanding of the construction 
of middle-class British boy culture 
in the 1930s and 40s.  Through 
its engineering content; striking 
full-color cover art featuring feats 
of technology and construction; 
focused advertising and “mascot,” 
the sturdy and attractive “Meccano 

Boy,” the Meccano Magazine 
provides a clear window to one 
version of the idealized British 
boy of the interwar years through 
WWII.  Furthermore, this paper will 
discuss the ways in which youth 
themselves contributed to this 
notion of “mechanical” boyhood.  
Indeed, the success of Hornby’s 
toy and related products relied 
upon the willing participation 
and ambition of boys who joined 
Meccano Clubs, wrote personal 
letters to Hornby, entered Meccano 
competitions, submitted stories 
(short articles on factual topics) 
to the Meccano Magazine,  visited 
“Meccanoland” (the factory on 
Binns Road in Liverpool), and 
even worked at the company.

Sunday 9 August 11.30 - 13.00

LYNNE VALLONE
‘Be helpful, build on sound principles; do everything the right way’:  the Meccano Magazine and
Middle-Class Boy Culture in Britain, 1930-1945

Biography: Lynne Vallone is Professor and Chair of Childhood Studies at Rutgers University-Camden (USA).  In addition 
to leading a multidisciplinary department she teaches courses at the graduate and undergraduate levels on the practices 
of childhood studies and children’s literature generally.  She has published and co-edited a number of books and articles 
on children’s literature studies and has recently completed a monograph titled “Big and Small: Cultural Histories of 
Extraordinary Bodies.”

The panel focuses on magazines for young people growing up in the years immediately before and during World War II. Together the 
papers offer insights into three different populations of British youth (principally but not exclusively made up of boys) and encompass 
i) a large run of a long-standing magazine (Meccano Magazine, launched in 1916, ceased publication in 1981); ii) a short-lived 
revolutionary, youth-authored magazine, and iii) a single-volume magazine produced by evacuees under the guidance of adults. None 
of these publications has previously received critical scrutiny. This panel shows how bringing such material into discussions of both 
the period and histories of literature for children changes understanding of the magazine as a genre and juveniles as an audience by 
examining the relationship between childhood and creativity each articulates.
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KIMBERLEY REYNOLDS
Out of Bounds: Adolescent self-fashioning through magazine publishing in 1930s Britain

Biography: Kimberley Reynolds is the Professor of Children’s Literature in the School of English Literature, Language and 
Linguistics at Newcastle University in the UK and a past President of the IRSCL. She has lectured and published widely on a 
variety of aspects of children’s literature. Recent publications include an audio book, Children’s Literature between the Covers 
(Modern Scholar, 2011) and Children’s Literature in the Oxford University series of Very Short Introductions (2012).  In 
2013 she received the International Brothers Grimm Award. She has recently completed a monograph on radical children’s 
publishing in Britain between 1910 and 1949.

Abstract: In 1934-5 the British 
press reported that there was a 
“red menace” threatening Britain’s 
elite public schools. The papers 
were referring to Out of Bounds: 
Action Against Reaction in the Public 
Schools, a magazine published 
by radicalised pupils under the 
leadership of Winston Churchill’s 
nephews, Giles and Esmond 
Romilly. The Romilly brothers were 
pupils at Wellington, a conservative 
school with close links to the 
military. In their early teens the 
brothers had distanced themselves 
from home and school by reading 

across the spectrum of left-wing 
publications then available. With 
like-minded peers from schools 
including Eton, Charterhouse, 
Rugby, St. Paul’s and the North 
London Collegiate School for Girls, 
they published four numbers of 
their anti-establishment magazine. 
It was quickly banned in schools, 
denounced in the press, and its 
young editors reaped a whirlwind 
of consequences. Nonetheless, as 
this paper will argue, the process 
of producing the magazine was 
a defining moment for both its 
contributors and its readers. In the 

course of writing articles, reviewing 
books, advertising peace rallies, and 
inventing ways to circulate their 
magazine, they helped call to into 
being an idea of youth as resistant 
to authority. Many went on to 
overthrow the conservative forces 
that had previously shaped their 
lives. Through discussion of Out of 
Bounds and its creators, this paper 
will show how reading and writing 
together enabled a group of young 
people to fashion themselves to 
deal with the challenges they 
were about to face during a 
turbulent period in world history.

LEE A. TALLEY
“A happy memento of the war-time parting”: children’s literary narratives and WWII-era constructions of childhood.

Biography: Lee A. Talley currently serves as Director of the Thomas N. Bantivoglio Honors Program at Rowan University. She 
has most recently published essays on children and WWII in The Lion and the Unicorn and The ALAN Review. She is working
on a book-length study of Operation Pied Piper.

Abstract: The British WWII 
evacuation of children to the 
countryside or overseas was a 
uniquely literary historical event. 
In addition to being code-named 
Operation Pied Piper, clearly 
evoking Browning’s famous 
poem, the evacuation was quickly 
fictionalized in children’s literature 
written by adults. Moreover, it 
prompted millions of children 
to author letters, diaries, essays, 
and literary works documenting 
their experiences. One of the 
most stunning and polyvocal 
child-authored texts is a virtually 
unknown magazine “seavacuees” 

wrote, illustrated, and published 
aboard a ship bound for Australia. 
The Albatross illuminates how child 
and teenaged writers skillfully 
redeployed canonical works of 
English literature from nursery 
rhymes to Shakespeare’s plays 
and Coleridge’s poetry to tell 
their own stories. Mindful of the 
war effort as well as censorship, 
they work subversively within 
and across literary genres to 
tell two stories simultaneously: 
the dominant tale of plucky 
evacuees leaving home for safety 
and adventure within the British 
empire, and the more silent tale 

of their powerlessness, yearning 
for home, and the preservation 
of family ties. Although it was 
reviewed in the British press for 
propaganda purposes and its 
prize-winning offerings reified more 
conventional visions of childhood, 
the magazine as a whole fruitfully 
problematizes limiting ideological 
constructions of youth. In short, 
The Albatross deftly extends our 
understanding of what constitutes 
children’s literature, productively 
intervenes in wartime discursive 
practices, and illuminates the 
importance of a childhood-studies 
approach to children’s literature.
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PANEL H6: CHILDHOOD AS HISTORY 
AND STORY 1: WWII TO 1989

Abstract: This paper examines 
recollections of childhood in 
20th and 21st-century Russian 
literature using three popular texts, 
The Silver Crest (1961) by Kornei 
Chukovsky, The Abolished Theater 
(1994) by Bulat Okudzhava, and 
The Adventures of Dzherik (2006) 
by Natalia Nusinova. The focus 
of my investigation is on the 
changes in the perception of 
history in contemporary Russia 
and on the ways in which these 
changes affected structural and 
stylistic innovations in fiction. 
My paper specifically highlights 
the changing interaction 
between private experience 
and public history within the 
framework of personal story.    
Before the October Revolution 

there existed two primary models 
of childhood reminiscences: the 
gentry model of “happy, happy 
childhood” originally introduced by 
Leo Tolstoy in his novel Childhood 
(1852) and the “anti-childhood” 
model by Maxim Gorky (1913) 
that presented the child’s life as 
an experience of constant loss and 
a struggle for survival. In these 
models, the depiction of historical 
events served as a backdrop for 
relating personal story. However, 
in the Soviet times, these models 
become ideologically charged. 
Soviet children’s literature 
created a special childhood canon: 
“anti-childhood” dominated the 
narratives of pre-revolutionary 
life whereas the model of happy 
childhood was associated with 

the Soviet present. In post-Soviet 
childhood recollections, these 
models successfully merge into 
a unified structure that serves 
as both a personal story and a 
reflection of history.  Soviet life is 
presented in a highly subjective 
fashion, making the experience of 
the past nuanced and personal. 
Happy childhood and anti-
childhood are no longer polar 
opposites. Liberated from their 
temporal shackles, narratives of 
the collective experience (school 
life, young pioneers’ activities) are 
freely mixed with episodes from 
private life. Personal experience of 
history is no longer dominated by 
the authoritative discourse, and 
young readers are invited to form 
their own judgment of the past.

Sunday 9 August 09.30 - 11.00

MARINA BALINA
Private Story as Public History: Childhood Recollections in Contemporary Russian Literature

Biography: Marina Balina is Isaac Funk Professor and Professor of Russian Studies at Illinois Wesleyan University. She is 
the author, editor and co-editor of numerous volumes, including the co-edited volumes Russian Children’s Literature and 
Culture (with Larissa Rudova, 2008), Petrified Utopia: Happiness Soviet Style (with Evgeny Dobrenko, 2009,) The Cambridge 
Companion to Twentieth Century Russian Literature (with Evgeny Dobrenko, 2011) Constructing Childhood: Literature, History, 
Anthropology (2011, in Russian), and To Kill Charskaia: Politics and Aesthetics in Soviet Children’s Literature of the 1920s and 
1930s (2013, in Russian.) Her main area of investigation is children’s literature in Soviet Russia, its historical development, 
and its theoretical originality. 

Abstract: In her short but important 
essay, “Storying War: A Capsule 
Overview,” Mitzi Myers writes that 
war stories, like no other genre, 
“embody techniques of ‘cross-
writing’” that erase the boundaries 
between “ fiction” and “ history” 
as well as between children and 
adult audiences. War stories also 
address the effect of trauma on the 
formation of identity of the child-
character and expand the definition 
of childhood. The settings of war, 
regardless of the place (e.g., war 
zone, home front, orphanage, 
ghetto, or concentration camp), 
make authors create situations 

in which the opposition of child 
and adult, as well as the adult 
moral authority and values, 
are constantly questioned. 

Friedrich Gorenshtein’s 
autobiographical story, “The House 
with a Turret” (1963), focuses on 
the war experience of an unnamed 
eight-year old boy who travels by 
train from Russia to Ukraine with 
his ailing mother. Her subsequent 
death triggers his transformation 
into an “adult.” In this paper, I 
examine how Gorenshtein’s “cross-
writing” redefines the boundaries 
of childhood by calling attention 

to two narrative perspectives: the 
child’s poeticized perception of the 
surrounding uncanny world and the 
adult narrator’s perception of the 
states of abjection, trauma, and 
neglect to which his young hero is 
subjected. Using Christine Wilkie-
Stibbs’ concept of “borderlanders,” 
i.e., children who are removed 
from the conventional chronotope 
of childhood, I demonstrate 
how Gorenshtein’s character 
becomes the unwanted “other” 
in the system that prides itself 
in caring about childhood. 

LARISSA RUDOVA
“Cross-Writing” and War Memory in Fridrich Gorenshtein’s Autobiographical Story, “The House with a Turret”
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ADA BIEBER
Commemorating Jewish Childhood: Janusz Korczak’s Orphanges as a Heterotopic
Space in Contemporary Polish-German Picture Books

Biography: Ada Bieber received her Ph.D. at the University of Kassel in 2011. She is Assistant Professor of German at 
Humboldt-University in Berlin. Her research interests are in late nineteenth, twentieth and twenty-first century literature, 
media, and culture. Her current research projects focus on children’s, youth and young adult literature. She is especially 
interested in narrative theory, travel literature, Holocaust and exile in juvenile and adolescent literature, picture books as art, 
popular culture, and urban literature studies. Her most recent publications deal with popular culture, music, and children’s 
books about the Holocaust.

Abstract: Two contemporary 
Polish-German picture books, 
Miss Esther’s Last Performance 
(Fräulein Esthers letzte Vorstellung) 
by Adam Jaromir and Gabriela 
Cichowka and Blumka’s Diary by 
Iwona Chmilewska, constitute a 
remarkable example of how Jewish 
childhood can be recreated on 
the basis of historical documents 
and diaries. Both authors focus 
on Janusz Korczak’s orphanage in 
Warsaw, and later in the Warsaw 
Ghetto, before the children are 
deported to Treblinka. These two 
books are the best examples of 
how picture books on traumatic 

topics can address both 
children and adult audiences. 

Both narratives create a 
heterotopic humanistic space 
in the midst of Nazi atrocities. 
Especially significant in these 
stories is the fact that they are 
narrated by the young victims who 
lost their lives in Treblinka. These 
fictional narrators acquire a voice 
that makes memory possible. In 
this paper, I demonstrate how 
these memories come to life 
in the picture books through 
rebuilding the topographical and 
conceptual space of the orphanage 

as a heterotopic space. Focusing 
on the orphanage, the authors 
masterfully position this special 
place/space within the larger 
environment and convey how 
this space relates to the inner 
values of its young inhabitants. 
I will discuss how these picture 
books use stylistic and narrative 
techniques to create visual images 
of a “special” space. In the course 
of my analysis, I will demonstrate 
how both authors build a 
counter space where concepts of 
equality, humanity, and personal 
development thrive despite the 
cruelties of the Nazi regime.

Biography: Larissa Rudova is Yale B. and Lucille D. Griffith Professor in Modern Languages, Professor of Russian, and chair of 
the Department of German and Russian at Pomona College, Claremont, California. She is a co-editor of Russian Children’s 
Literature and Culture (2008, 2011), with Marina Balina, and the author of two books on Boris Pasternak. She has published 
numerous articles on modern Russian literature and culture, including children’s literature and film. Her recent research 
focuses on Russian children’s and YA literature.
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PANEL H7: CHILDHOOD AS HISTORY 
AND STORY 2: 1990S-PRESENT

Abstract: Many fantasy books for 
children published in Poland after 
1989 portray childhood in the 
socio-cultural context defined by 
communist ideology and political 
dictatorship. These books present 
a remarkable range of genres and 
literary techniques and include 
fairy-tale, parables, allegories (e.g., 
Daughter of the Witches – 1991 
by Dorota Terakowska), works 
of magical realism, and horror 
novels (e.g., The Black Windmill 

– 2011 by Marcin Szczygielski). 
Nonsense, caricature, and the 
grotesque should also be added to 
this list (e.g., an artistic depiction 
of the Martial Law period in 
Crowman – 2009 by Jacek Dukaj). 

On one hand, fantasy stories 
about surviving in a dangerous 
totalitarian regime are often 
treated as an educational vehicle. 
On the other hand, they play an 
important role in the critique of 

the dominant ideological system. 
An “escape” into the realm of 
fantasy allows the author to 
emphasize the absurdities of real 
life. At the same time, a “happy 
childhood” is deconstructed in 
a wonderland dominated by an 
oppressive political system. Fantasy 
literature, therefore, becomes a 
great parable of the search for 
existential freedom and an allegory 
of initiation into adulthood. 

Sunday 9 August 14.15 - 15.45

DOROTA MICHUŁKA
From Allegory to Caricature and the Grotesque: Fantasy and Adventure as Paths to Maturation.

Biography: Dorota Michułka is Assistant Professor in the Department of Polish at the University of Wroclaw. Her previous 
position was at the University of Tampere, Finland (2000-2005). A long-time member of IRSCL, Michułka has given numerous 
presentations on children’s literature at international conferences and seminars. She is the author of 90 articles and book 
chapters, editor of four books, and the author of two monographs. Her most recent publication (in Polish) is Ad usum 
Delphini. On Literary Education in Polish Schools]—In the Past and Now (University of Wroclaw Press, Wrocław 2013).

Abstract: After the dissolution 
of the Soviet Union, Ukrainian 
children’s writers did not 
immediately approach the 
topics of Soviet experience and 
Soviet childhood, unlike their 
colleagues in literature for 
adults. For instance, in literature 
for adults, writers frequently 
turned to the autobiographical 
genre to reflect on their Soviet 
childhood.  Only in the first decade 
of the 21st century, Ukrainian 
children’s literature turned to 
the question of past history. The 
most interesting project dealing 
with this topic was a reprint of the 
trilogy «Тореодори з Васюківки» 
written by the classic of Ukrainian 

children’s literature, Vsevolod 
Nestaika. Popular in the 1970s 
and 1980s, this story underwent 
serious reworking by the author 
when he tried to make it more 
attractive to the contemporary 
children’s audience. His major 
approach to the original text was 
its significant de-ideologization. 
Ten years later, in 2012, another 
famous Ukrainian children’s writer, 
Zirka Menzatiuk, chose a different 
approach in her recollections of 
Soviet childhood in her new novel, 
«Як я руйнувала імперію» (How 
I Was Destroying the Empire/ 
Как я разрушала империю). In 
her book, she deconstructs the 
popular myth of happy Soviet 

childhood by having her fictional 
adolescent heroine tell the readers 
about the hardships of the last 
perestroika years, as well as about 
the reasons for the collapse of the 
Soviet Empire. This paper tries to 
answer the question why Ukrainian 
children’s authors avoided writing 
about the Soviet past for such 
a long time. It will also address 
such questions as the status of 
these texts in contemporary 
Ukrainian literature and their 
reception by young readers who 
grew up in post-Soviet Ukraine 
and are trying to understand 
how the Soviet experience fits 
into their national history. 

EMILIYA OHAR
Soviet Childhood and Problems of Its Reconstruction in Contemporary Ukrainian Children’s Literature

Biography: Emiliya Ohar is Professor of Editing and Publishing Department at Ukrainian Publishing and Printing Academy 
(Ukraine, Lviv). She is the author of numerous articles on writing, editing, designing, and publishing children’s books. Her 
book chapters appeared in such collections as Children’s Books: Issues of Publishing (2002) and Children’s Books in Ukrainian 
Social Environment: Experience of the Transitional Period (2012). She is the editor of Children’s Books and Reading Promotion 
in Eastern Europe (2012). Her research interests include independent Ukraine from the social communication and cultural 
studies perspectives as well as the new media for children in the digital age. 
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MATEUSZ ŚWIETLICKI
Children of the Empire or Children of the Revolution? An Overview of the Contemporary Ukrainian Book Market

Biography: Mateusz Świetlicki is a PhD candidate at the University of Wrocław. He received his M.A. in Ukrainian literature 
(Thesis Title: Peregrinations. Comparative  Analysis of Yuri Andrukhovych’s The Moscoviad and James Joyce’s Ulysses) and 
American literature (Thesis Title: Queer Children in American Literature since the 1940s). In his doctoral project, When 
Boys Become Men. Making Ukrainian Boys in Serhiy Zhadan’s Prose, he examines the role of Anglo-American and Western 
pop-culture in the process of maturation of Ukrainian boys in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Currently he works at the 
Interdisciplinary Research Center for Post-totalitarian Studies (University of Wrocław) and the Center for Young People’s 
Literature and Culture (University of Wrocław). 

Abstract: Even though children’s 
literature has a long history in 
Ukrainian culture, until the early 
1990s it was frequently used as one 
of the most important tools in the 
process of creating homo sovieticus. 
After 1991 Ukrainians began to 
build a civil society and rebelled 
against the post-totalitarian 
influences, most notably during the 
Orange Revolution. However, until 
the present moment they have 
encountered economic, linguistic, 
social and cultural problems, 

including desovietization of the 
literary canon. Unfortunately, in 
the Ukrainian academia, too little 
attention has been paid to the 
importance of studying children’s 
and YA literature as a key element 
in the formation of post-colonial 
identities. Without doubt, Ukraine’s 
current situation proves that two 
decades after the collapse of 
communism, the social trauma 
caused by totalitarianism has not 
been overcome. Nonetheless, 
the Euromaidan revolution and 

the sudden emergence of civil 
society in Ukraine prove that young 
Ukrainians have never been closer 
to democracy as they are now. I 
will provide an overview of the 
evolution of the contemporary 
Ukrainian book market for children 
and young adults. Moreover, I 
plan to demonstrate how the 
collapse of the Soviet Union 
and the Euromaidan revolution 
influence children’s literature.
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PANEL B4: THE SOCIETY AND BODY 
PARTS OR BODY WHOLE: UNWINDING 
AND REWINDING IN NEAL
SHUSTERMAN’S UNWIND SERIES

Abstract: As part of the increasingly 
popular dystopian trend in young 
adult literature, Neil Shusterman’s 
Unwind series outlines a world 
where teenagers are valued most 
as commodities. In a future United 
States, the debate between Pro-
Life and Pro-Choice supporters 
escalated into a new American 
Civil War. Both sides settled on a 
compromise in which babies cannot 
be aborted but teenagers, from the 
ages 13 to 18, can be “retroactively 
aborted,” colloquially called 
unwinding.  This process allows 
teens to remain living in what this 
society calls a “divided state”: while 

their bodies are spread amongst 
adults, teens are considered to be 
technically still alive because the 
unwinding process occurs while 
they are alive and aware of what 
occurs. This paper will explore 
how Shusterman evokes post-
humanism, explores ideology, 
and parodies adult attitudes in 
order to question the expendable 
nature of being a teen, what Henry 
Giroux (2012) terms “disposable 
youth,” and children who are no 
longer wanted in a “culture of 
cruelty.” In particular, Shusterman 
complicates our understanding of 
humanity through the unwinding 

process, and we are forced, over 
and over again, to reconsider what 
exactly it means to be human 
and how adults view teenagers 
inhumanly. Additionally, this paper 
will utilize such theories as Louis 
Althusser’s theory of interpellation, 
Thomas Hine’s theory of what 
he calls the “teen mystique”, and 
post-humanist theory to better 
understand how the Unwind 
series is a unique contribution to 
the dystopia genre and how the 
series ultimately captures the very 
essence of Henry Giroux’s theory 
about youth in a suspect society.

Sunday 9 August 14.15 - 15.45

KATY LEWIS
Goods in a Divided State—Commodified Teens in Neil Shusterman’s Unwind Series

Biography: Lewis is a senior undergraduate English secondary education major at Longwood University, with a minor’s in 
children literature. Lewis has participated in several conferences, such as the National Collegiate Honors Council 2014 
Conference in Denver, Colorado. Lewis’s main areas of interest include gender and identity in children’s and young adult 
literature.

Abstract: Following Lewis’ paper 
which discusses “disposable youth,” 
I argue that another element that 
Shusterman cultural critiques in 
his Unwind series are the issues 
surrounding diversity and celebrity 
through the “composite” person 
of Camus Comprix; a beautiful 
Frankensteinish being who is 
literally constructed of the 
part of nighty-nine “unwound” 
adolescents. In this paper, I 
will focus on the ways in which 
Shusterman addresses the 
blending, or “gleening,” of the best 
of different cultures to create the 
body of Cam, underscoring adult 
society’s consumer ideology of 

through the literal and figurative 
construction of Cam, who knows he 
is both one individual and many at 
the same time.  Cam is seen as the 
best of humanity but he is at the 
same time, the worst of humanity 
since he is made from parts of 
those who were deemed “indecent” 
and unwound.  While he is his own 
being, he retains memories, either 
in muscle of in memory, of the 
parts that make him whole.  Who 
is Cam mentally? Shusterman’s 
narrative echoes the creation of 
Cam and is a physical embodiment 
of the “composite being” since 
Shusterman intersperses his plot 
and dialog with advertisements, 

news reports, Internet blogs, and 
newspaper articles.  But as the 
consequences of unwinding and 
rewinding spiral out of control, 
Shusterman uses his composite 
narrative to construct the figurative 
downfall of the values and morals 
as a literal warning about the lack 
of value of the body, in both flesh 
and spirit, which is paradoxically 
destroyed and recreated. 

Also under consideration will be 
the celebrity element in which 
characters such as Cam, Conner, 
and Lev have bodies that become 
sights of worship. Cam’s life begins 
as an abomination but through a 

MIELKE, TAMMY L.
The Importance of Parts: The Figurative and Literal Construction of the Adolescent Body
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BROOKE VAUGHAN
Unhinged: Constructing Female Identity in a Fractured Society

Biography: Brooke Vaughan is in her final year of graduate school at Longwood University in Farmville, Virginia. Originally 
drawn to the study of Children’s Literature as a result of an undergraduate course, Brooke earned a minor in the field and has 
presented at the Children’s Literature Association’s annual conference as both an undergraduate and graduate student. She is 
now focusing her Master’s Thesis on dystopian Young Adult Literature, and when she finishes her degree in May Brooke hopes 
to pursue a PhD in Children’s Literature and Childhood Studies.

Abstract: While the first paper 
on this panel centers on male 
characters, the second paper will 
discuss the body of the female.  
The prevalence of the female 
protagonist in dystopian young 
adult literature has increased 
dramatically in recent years. 
The explosive popularity of 
Suzanne Collins’ The Hunger 
Games and Veronica Roth’s 
Divergent, both of which center 
on a female protagonist, forces 
readers to question the inherent 
power structure and gendered 
representations present in both 
the fictional and real worlds. 
But are we, to borrow Anna 
Altmann’s phrasing, “welding tits 
on the armor” that is the male 
hero? More often than not, these 
stories are retelling the traditional 
quest narrative using a female 

lead, queering the line between 
the established gender norms.

For this essay, I will examine the 
different constructions of gender 
in a world that preaches perfection 
but fails to reach it, a world in 
which whole is literally the sum 
of its parts. As Shusterman’s sole 
female protagonist in the trio we 
follow, Risa is set to be unwound, 
at first because she is not perfect 
in her piano recital and since she 
is a ward of the state, budget cuts 
dictated a ten percent decrease in 
the ward population. Then Risa, 
like Conner, becomes a leader 
even though she is paralyzed. She 
sacrifices her freedom to save 
others, and is forced to accept the 
spine of an unwound and becomes 
a pawn in the PR to make Cam an 
accepted human being through 

blackmail.  Shusterman uses Risa 
as the center of a love triangle, 
relegating her to a traditional 
trope of the female love interest. 
Risa ultimately is set to be 
unwound because of a law that 
regulates her reproductive rights 
following the Second Civil War. 
In removing female reproductive 
rights, and even their right to 
live past the age of thirteen, the 
young women in Schusterman’s 
novel serve as a means to examine 
the timely question of what it 
means to be female in a world 
whose incoherence shapes the 
individual, especially how the 
female protagonist’s heroic 
actions require her to sacrifice 
her independence and identity in 
order to revolutionize society.

carefully planned public relations 
campaign, he is at first accepted 
and then adored. Conner, who 
earns the title of the “Akron 
Bomber” for his mythical escapes 
from the Juvenile Police who take 
children from their homes once 
parents have signed the unwind 
paperwork, rises to a position of 
leadership among the AWOLs, the 
runaways who have escaped initial 
unwinding.  Lev, a tenth child set 
aside for unwinding as a tithe, 
refuses to be what he what he 
was meant to be and is seen as a 
saint by those other rescued tithes.  
This religious/celebrity element, 
rejected by all three characters, 

presents the complexities of 
religion and fame, and through 
such devotion of those that 
follow them, the body is created 
as a site of worship. Using Olivier 
Dressen’s work on celebrity as a 
form of capital provides a useful 
framework for understanding 
how Shusterman is playing 
with these ideas of “celebrity 
capital” and “symbolic capital.”
«Як я руйнувала імперію» (How 
I Was Destroying the Empire/ 
Как я разрушала империю). In 
her book, she deconstructs the 
popular myth of happy Soviet 
childhood by having her fictional 
adolescent heroine tell the readers 

about the hardships of the last 
perestroika years, as well as about 
the reasons for the collapse of the 
Soviet Empire. This paper tries to 
answer the question why Ukrainian 
children’s authors avoided writing 
about the Soviet past for such 
a long time. It will also address 
such questions as the status of 
these texts in contemporary 
Ukrainian literature and their 
reception by young readers who 
grew up in post-Soviet Ukraine 
and are trying to understand 
how the Soviet experience fits 
into their national history. 

Biography: Tammy L. Mielke teaches courses in children’s and Young Adult Literature at the University of Wyoming.  She 
researches the ways in which adult society constructs and uses childhood and child culture for their own adult needs and 
desires.  Her publications include an analysis of the illustrations of Little Black Sambo, and the ways in which dialect was 
used to stereotype the African American child.  She has unearthed the work of Erick Berry, who subversively created room to 
rethink stereotypes of African American and Appalachian characters in the 1930s in The Looking Glass and has published on 
the theorization of Steampunk in Children’s Literature in Education. 
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PANEL M3: THE PICTURE BOOK
EXPLORING, INTERROGATING AND 
ANALYSING CHALLENGING AND
CONTROVERSIAL PICTUREBOOKS
Monday 10 August 09.30-11.00 and Monday 10 August 11.30-13.00

JANET EVANS

Abstract: A discussion of Scandinavian 
crossover picturebooks that are 
challenging both thematically and 
in terms of their verbal and visual 
narrative devices. They are also 
controversial and likely to offend 
their adult reader. What makes these 
picturebooks not only challenging but 
also highly controversial? And who 
are these picturebooks really for?

ÅSE MARIE OMMUNDSEN
Who Are These Picturebooks For?: Controversial Picturebooks And The Question Of Audience.

This panel will begin with an introductory presentation focusing on strange, challenging and controversial picturebooks and 
some of the issues surrounding them. Issues such as: who they are for; how do we respond to them; will they be “liked” by 
all readers; what are the origins of these contemporary visual texts; are they equally available in all countries; can wordless 
picturebooks be challenging; is it the words, the pictures or a combination of both that create the unconventionality - the 
sometimes very disturbing, troubling “look” that these picturebooks can portray?  

It will continue with presentations by individual scholars, each of whom has worked with such picturebooks in differing ways. 
Their presentations will form part of a cohesive whole; exploring how these picturebooks are viewed by both children and 
adults, analyzing particular texts in an attempt to discover what factors contribute to their strangeness, and sharing work 
done with children as they respond to and interrogate particular texts in an attempt to discover their raison d’etre. Where 
appropriate, the children’s thoughts and responses to challenging picturebooks will be shared along with their responses to 
particular texts.

Biography: Janet Evans, an independent scholar, is a recognised expert in picturebook research, a freelance educational 
consultant, and former Senior Lecturer in Education at Liverpool Hope University. Here most recent full-length publications 
include What’s in the Picture? Responding to Illustrations in Picturebooks (Sage), Talking Beyond the Page: Reading and 
Responding to Picturebooks (Routledge), and Challenging and Controversial Picturebooks: Creative and Critical Responses to 
Visual Texts (Routledge, 2015).

Biography: Åse Marie Ommundsen is an Associate Professor in Faculty of 
Education at Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences, 
Norway. She has her Ph.D. from the University of Oslo on Children’s 
Literature, with a thesis on Literary Boundary Crossings. Erasing the borders 
between literature for children and adults (2010). Her earlier publications 
include a book on religious magazines for children from 1875 to 1910 (1998), 
and Looking Out and Looking In: National Identity in Picturebooks of the New 
Millennium (ed, 2013). Her current interest is in contemporary Scandinavian 
children’s literature, crossover picturebooks and picturebooks for adults.

ELIZABETH MARSHALL
Challenging Fairy Tales: Fear, Feminism and Teaching

This paper provides a feminist 
visual analysis of Roberto Innocenti 
and Aaron Frisch’s picturebook 
The Girl in Red, a contemporary 
retelling of the “Little Red 
Riding Hood” tale. Innocenti’s 
illustrations include violent and 
sexualized images; and, like 
Maurice Sendak, Sarah Moon and 

others, he uses the picturebook 
genre to make a cultural critique. 
The feminist analysis of image 
and text is complemented by 
responses from pre-service 
teachers, and their concerns about 
using this text in the classroom. 
The Girl in Red offers a forum 
to confront unsettling truths 

about how children and adults 
“come to know: about sexuality 
and violence, and as a key text 
through which educators might 
address deep seated assumptions 
and anxieties about childhood, 
picturebooks, and teaching.
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KERENZA GHOSH
Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?: Children’s Responses to the Portrayal of Wolves in Picturebooks.

Abstract: For centuries, the wolf 
stereotype has been embodied 
and embellished within traditional 
tales. Contemporary polysemic 
picturebooks recast the wolf, 
to offer renewed portrayals of 
this character within stories. 
Thereby, readers are encouraged 

to adopt an active approach when 
interpreting these texts. In this 
presentation, I will analyse the 
responses of a group of children, 
aged ten and eleven, as they read 
and discussed two polysemic 
picturebooks featuring the wolf. 
The overall findings demonstrate 

how such picturebooks provide 
rich opportunities for the 
development of reader-response, 
in relation to diverse, sometimes 
frightening, and often challenging, 
representations of the wolf.

Biography: Elizabeth Marshall works in the Faculty of Education at Simon Fraser University, where she teaches courses in 
children’s and young adult literature. She is the co-editor of Rethinking Popular Culture and Media. Her feminist analyses 
of childhood in popular cultural texts has appeared in numerous academic journals such as Children’s Literature Quarterly, 
College English, and Gender and Education.

Biography: Kerenza Ghosh is Senior Lecturer in English Education at the University of Roehampton, London, England.

SANDIE MOURÃO
What’s Real And What’s Not: Playing With The Mind In Wordless Picturebooks

Abstract: This presentation 
describes a group of Portuguese 
children’s response to the wordless 
picturebook Loup Noir (Antoine 
Guilloppé). It shares the different 
narratives they created around 
the illustrations with an emphasis 
on how cultural frames of wolves 
affected their interpretations 
and their final stories.

Biography: Sandie Mourão (PhD) is an independent scholar based in Portugal 
where she works as a teacher educator, author and consultant in the field 
of English language education. Her interest in picturebooks involves her in a 
number of activities that include preparing materials for and with teachers to use 
picturebooks in English language classrooms, as well as classroom based, reader 
response research with children from pre-primary through to upper secondary 
education.

Sandie has an award winning blog, Picturebooks in ELT:
http://picturebooksinelt.com/

MARNIE CAMPAGNARO
“These books made me really curious”. How visual explorations may shape young readers’ taste

Abstract: There are many ways in 
which a text may be illustrated; an 
artist can use a literal/descriptive 
mode, or a symbolic mode. In the 
first mode, the artist illustrates 

the text as a direct imitation of 
the “text” reality; in the second, 
the artist uses metaphors and 
similes to illustrate the text, thus 
introducing additional meaning.  

This presentation will look at 
young readers’ responses to 
picturebooks using these differing 
types of illustrative styles. 

Biography: Marnie Campagnaro achieved her PhD in Pedagogical and Educational Sciences, she teaches Theory and History 
of Children’s Literature in Educational and Training Sciences of the University of Padua.  For years she has been dealing with 
cultural projects on children’s literature, visual literacy, narrative and imaginative thinking in children. Recent publications 
are: in collaboration with Marco Dallari, Incanto e racconto nel labirinto delle figure. Albi illustrati e relazione educative 
(Enchantment and stories in the maze of pictures. Picturebooks and education), Trento, Erickson, 2013 and Le terre della 
fantasia. Leggere la letteratura per l’infanzia e l’adolescenza (Fantasy lands. Reading children’s literature), Roma, Donzelli, 
2014.
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PANEL M28: CONSTRUCTING,
CREATING, AND CURATING
CHILDHOODS THROUGH
VISUAL TEXTS AND CULTURES

Abstract: : This paper focuses on 
representations of the schoolgirl 
in popular media and children’s 
texts, including Rebecca Chaperon’s 
(2014) satirical Eerie Dearies: 26 
Ways to Miss School as well as 
Fanny Britt and Isabelle Arsenault’s 
(2013) tale of bullying in school 
Jane, The Fox and Me. Graphic 

Knowledges: Feminisms, Education, 
and Texts of Childhood. I provide 
a feminist visual analysis of 
reoccurring images of schoolgirls 
and demonstrate how these texts 
work as gendered teaching tools 
and as texts that stake a claim 
in debates about gender and 
education. This paper considers 

how images of the schoolgirl 
as vulnerable and/or aggressive 
super-student rely on classed 
and racialized meanings and 
circulate in texts of childhood 
to support the constructions 
of and panics around the “crisis 
of masculinity” in schools.

Tuesday 11 August 09.30-11.00

ELIZABETH MARSHALL
Ophelia, Over Achievers, and Mean Girls: Creating Schoolgirls.

Biography: Elizabeth Marshall works in the Faculty of Education at Simon Fraser University, where she teaches courses in 
children’s and young adult literature. She is the co-editor of Rethinking Popular Culture and Media. Her feminist analyses 
of childhood in popular cultural texts has appeared in numerous academic journals such as Children’s Literature Quarterly, 
College English, and Gender and Education.

Abstract: This presentation, which 
looks at children’s environmental 
literature, explores how texts 
construct young naturalists 
and encourage conservationist 
mindsets in young readers. This 
talk grows out of my current book 
project, “The New Nature Study,” 
which investigates the legacies of 
the nineteenth- and twentieth-
century American Nature Study 
movement in today’s nature 

literacy initiatives. If the original 
Nature Study largely has been 
forgotten (as Kevin Armitage 
contends in The Nature Study 
Movement), its principles have 
re-emerged in contemporary 
children’s ecoliterature, STEM 
programs, outdoor kindergartens, 
and studies on the physiological 
benefits of being outdoors. What 
I call the New Nature Study arises 
from anxieties about postindustrial 

development, the urgencies of 
habitat loss and extinction, and 
real threats to actual children. 
My examples come from pictorial 
texts published within the past 
five years (e.g., Aviary Wonders 
Inc., A Boy and a Jaguar, and Dark 
Emperor and Other Poems of the 
Night), which engage natural 
history—real and imaginary—from 
the perspectives of childhood 
studies and children’s literature.

NATHALIE OP DE BEECK
Children’s Ecoliterature: Creating Young Naturalists.

Biography: Nathalie op de Beeck is the author of Suspended Animation: Children’s Picture Books and the Fairy Tale of Modernity 
(U Minnesota P, 2010) and Mary Liddell’s Little Machinery: A Critical Facsimile Edition (Wayne State UP, 2009). Her recent 
articles include “Cultivating Conservationists” (forthcoming in More Words About Pictures: Current Research on Visual/Verbal 
Texts); “On Comics-Style Picture Books and Picture-Bookish Comics” (ChLAQ 37.4, 2012); pieces in Keywords for Children’s 
Literature (2011) and the Oxford Handbook of Children’s Literature (2011); and “Anima and Anime: Environmental Perspectives 
and New Frontiers in Princess Mononoke and Spirited Away” (The Japanification of Children’s Popular Culture, Scarecrow P, 
2008). She has presented on the New Nature Study at C19, Harvard University’s “Sensing Wonder, Serious Play” symposium, 
the University of Winnipeg, and ChLA. Prof. op de Beeck is an associate professor of English at Pacific Lutheran University, 
where she directs the interdisciplinary Children’s Literature and Culture Program.
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NAOMI HAMER
Curating childhood through children’s book exhibitions: Creating young art gallery patrons

Biography: : Naomi Hamer is an Assistant Professor in the Department of English, University of Winnipeg, affiliated with 
the Centre for Research in Young People’s Texts and Cultures. Her most recent publication is ““Re-mixing The Chronicles of 
Narnia: The reimagining of Lucy Pevensie through film franchise text and digital cultures” in Children’s Film in the Digital Age: 
Essays on Audience, Adaptation and Consumer Culture (2014) evolved from her doctoral research at the University of London, 
Institute of Education (UK). Her current research examines media adaptations of picture books in the form of interactive 
mobile apps, and the cross-media literacies associated with children’s story museums.

Abstract: A new specialized 
institution has emerged 
internationally in the form of the 
children’s book or story museum 
that concentrates on children’s 
literature, storytelling, and picture 
book illustration. Exhibitions at 
these sites invite visitors to engage 
with children’s literature through 
a combination of traditional 
curatorial practices and display 
conventions and the active play 
environments, and experiential 
learning stations of science-
oriented children’s museums. 
Recent exhibitions at public 
libraries and art galleries draw 

upon similar hybrid approaches 
to children’s texts at their sites. 
This paper will examine three 
recent international exhibitions 
that highlight children’s books and 
illustrated texts: “26 Characters 
Exhibition” at the Story Museum 
(UK); “Go-Betweens: The World 
Seen Through Children” at The 
Mori Art Museum (Japan); and 
“The ABC of it: Why Children’s 
Books Matter” at The New York 
Public Library (USA). The analysis 
will address the discursive 
construction of the child as an 
idealized young art gallery patron 
at distinctive sites of discourse 

including: the art and artifacts of 
the exhibitions; the architectural 
design; the institutional policies 
of the museum, library or gallery; 
interviews with curators and 
visitors; and educational material 
(print and digital) produced for 
the exhibitions. A multi-leveled 
critical analysis will address 
the ways that the discourses of 
interactivity and immersion that 
underscore the construction of 
an idealized young art gallery 
patron may reaffirm historically 
entrenched discourses of gender, 
socio-economic class, and race.
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PANEL C25: DEATH IN CHILDREN’S 
LITERATURE: SHAPING AND
RE-SHAPING CHILDHOODS
THROUGH SOUND AND SILENCE

Abstract: There is a long tradition 
of children’s literature serving 
a moral purpose in instructing 
children in good behaviour, 
which is inverted in Heinrich 
Hoffmann’s Struwwelpeter (1890) 
by replacing the promise of 
reward with exaggerated negative 
consequences for naughtiness, 

as when Pauline burns to death 
playing with matches. Edward 
Gorey’s children die equally 
gruesome but arbitrary deaths; 
however, instead of blending 
macabre thrills with didacticism, 
the gothic is placed in the service 
of nonsense, as the children’s 
deaths in The Ghastlycrumb Tinies 

(1963) serve no moral or didactic 
purpose. Where readers may 
expect a moral pronouncement, 
there is only silence and 
meaninglessness. This refusal of 
causality points to the absurdity 
of death; nonsense subversively 
calls into question our common-
sense assumptions and rules.

Tuesday 11 August 09.30-11.00

EMILY PETERMANN
“The Child’s Death as Cautionary Tale: From Struwwelpeter to The Ghastlycrumb Tinies”

Biography: Emily Petermann is Assistant Professor of American Literature at the University of Konstanz and has previously 
taught at the University of Göttingen. She earned her PhD in literature from the University of Konstanz in 2012 with a 
dissertation on the musical novel, which was published as The Musical Novel: Imitation of Musical Structure, Performance, and 
Reception in Contemporary Fiction (Camden House). Her research interests include intermedial relations between word and 
music and word and image, Gothic literature, the film musical, and North American nonsense poetry for adults and children.

Abstract: A given name designates 
and acknowledges the singularity 
of the individual. Cultures differ as 
to naming traditions: when does 
the baby receive its name? who 
decides on the name? what sorts 
of names do people have? Drawing 
on real-life situations as well 
as literary works from the Bible 
through to contemporary poetry 

and focusing on the functions of 
naming and name-giving, this 
paper investigates the roles of 
the no-name – that is, unnamed 
children – as a deliberate and 
significant means for expression. 
No-name strategies concerning 
children in general and neonates at 
risk and dead children in particular 
will be examined. What might 

initially seem as absence for 
absence (death), turns, in light of 
the expectancy for a name to be 
given, a rich and varied means of 
serving emotional factors, conative 
needs and deeds, and referential 
facts, thus identifying, making 
present, and eloquently voicing the 
unique nature of these absences.

MICHAL EPHRATT
“Nameless but not Voiceless: What is Pronounced by (leaving) (dead) Children Unnamed”

Biography: Michal Ephratt is a Professor of Linguistics in the Department of Hebrew Language, University of Haifa. Her major 
area of study is silence as a means of expression and communication. She is the editor and author of the introduction for 
Silences: Silence in Culture and Interpersonal Relations (Resling) and has published in, among others, Journal of Pragmatics: An 
Interdisciplinary Journal of Language Studies, Language and Communication: An Interdisciplinary Journal, and Semiotica.

These three papers consider the implications of sound and silence in shaping and re-shaping childhoods
when death enters children’s literature through nonsense, (no-) naming, and poetic cadence.
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ROSANA KOHL BINES
‘Mother: I want to lie down in one of those boxes too’: Mia Couto’s ‘O Rio das Quatro Luzes’

Biography: Rosana Kohl Bines is an Assistant Professor at the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro and collaborates 
with the UNESCO Chair in Reading at PUC-Rio. She has received a CNPq research grant (National Council for Scientific and 
Technological Development/Brazil) to develop a research project on “Literature and Death in the languages of childhood” 
(2014-2017). She holds a PhD in Comparative Literature (University of Chicago), for which she was awarded a Fuerstenberg 
Fellowship (1998-2001) to write her doctoral dissertation, “Pos-Shoah Identity Between Languages.” Her dissertation 
received the “Best Dissertation Manuscript” award, granted by LAJSA (Latin American Jewish Studies Association).

Abstract: A boy wants to 
experiment with what it 
feels like to be buried in a 
coffin. His grandfather
propose a pact: they will swap 
places when death calls upon 
the old man. Written by the
award-winning Mozambican 

writer Mia Couto, the tale “O Rio 
das Quatro Luzes” [“The Riverof 
Four Lights”] explores a child´s 
disquieting attraction to death, 
lending to a poetic meditation 
on the end of childhood and its 
potential rebirth through vivid 
intergenerational dialogue. 

An analytical close reading of 
Couto´s sensorial prose and 
unique oral diction addresses the 
question of how new imaginings 
of death are tied with new 
imaginings of childhood.
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PANEL C24: AN ALTERNATIVE
CONCEPTION OF ‘INTERNATIONAL 
CHILDREN’S LITERATURE’
Tuesday 11 August 09.30-11.00

ALICE CURRY

Biography: Alice Curry is a Director of Lantana Publishing Ltd. Publications include Environmental Crisis in Young Adult Fiction: 
A Poetics of Earth (2013) and A River of Stories: Tales and Poems from Across the Commonwealth (2013), illustrated by Jan 
Pieńkowski. 

To what extent is there a widely held but rarely interrogated assumption that knowledge – in particular theoretical and 
critical ideas – about children’s literature and culture flows from an Anglo/American/European hegemony to the other 
continents? What would it be like to assemble a range of studies from the regions of the world which don’t occupy a 
central place in English and European language journals, and which both theorise and demonstrate national and local 
factors in the creation of childhoods? 

This panel introduces some of the concepts of and approaches to children’s literature (and other media) that emerged 
during the production of The Routledge Companion to International Children’s Literature.  Situated within The Routledge 
Companion to … series, this collection consists of 45 essays commissioned by an international editorial team. The essays 
examine literature and media in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, and Central and South America, and are mostly written 
by ‘insider’, embedded scholars. This conceptualization of the project incorporates not only local insights but also the 
methodologies produced within particular academic cultures. 

As we all know, children’s literature throughout the world takes as its subject two main areas: the processes whereby pre-
adults develop and mature into competent and socially aware human beings; and changes in social formations related to 
areas such as gender, class and race. In the second area, children’s literature generally seeks to be proactive, and models 
(even advocates) change in positive directions (gender and class equality, e.g., or multicultural societies). The nature of 
the main focus areas is further complicated by national ideologies, by the influences of the postcolonial status of many 
countries and by continuing globalization. Further, many of these countries have experienced cataclysmic changes over 
the past half century – political, cultural, and intellectual – and these changes have inevitably shaped the thematic and 
aesthetic qualities of children’s literature and its role in the creation of childhoods. Such a context offers a range of 
possibilities for future developments in comparative studies.

CELIA ABICALIL BELMIRO

Biography: Celia Abicalil Belmiro is a Professor at the Federal University of Minas Gerais in Brazil and researcher in CEALE (the 
Centre for literacy, reading and writing), which investigates literary reading, reader formation, and the training of teachers to 
develop readers.

JOHN STEPHENS

Biography: John Stephens is Emeritus Professor in English at Macquarie University, Australia. He is author of Language and 
Ideology in Children’s Fiction (1992), Retelling Stories, Framing Culture (1998, with Robyn McCallum), and New World Orders in 
Contemporary Children’s Literature (2008, with Clare Bradford, Kerry Mallan and Robyn McCallum).  He compiled and edited 
the collections Ways of Being Male: Representing Masculinities in Children’s Fiction and Film (2002) and Subjectivity in Asian 
Children’s Literature and Film (2013). 
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PANEL M29: DEATH IN CHILDREN’S
LITERATURE II: SHAPING AND
RE-SHAPING CHILDHOOD
THROUGH VISUAL RENDERINGS
Tuesday 11 August 11.30-13.00

The three (Power Point) presentations on this panel consider the visual implications in illustrated texts and picturebooks 
for shaping and re-shaping childhoods when death enters children’s literature through representations of gothic children, 
historical and symbolic allusions, and liminal spaces. 

Picturebooks on Emily Dickinson and her poetry are an effective mechanism to introduce concepts of death to child 
readers. Contemporary picturebooks are particularly well positioned to exploit moments of disjuncture that generate 
liminal spaces through their paratexts and through the interanimation of text and image. This paper focuses on Dickinson 
as an outsider liminal figure and the picturebook as a liminal space that invites child readers, the “communitas,” into 
encounters with death, itself often presented as a liminal state, through an examination of seven recent examples of 
picturebooks on Dickinson and her poetry, with a focus on My Letter to the World and Other Poems (2008) by Canadian 
illustrator Isabelle Arsenault. Once inside these liminal spaces, children encounter death in its manifold forms. It is often a 
vertiginous journey in which subjectivities – reader’s, writer’s, and illustrator’s – collide. Dickinson’s poetry in picturebook 
format is thus an ideal space for today’s young readers to negotiate, shape, and re-shape their own childhoods.

LESLEY D. CLEMENT
“The Last Resort: Death and Liminal Spaces in Children’s Picturebooks on Emily Dickinson”.

Biography:  Lesley D. Clement (Lakehead University-Orillia) has held teaching and administrative positions in various 
Canadian universities. She is the author of Learning to Look: A Visual Response to Mavis Gallant’s Fiction (McGill-Queen’s 
UP). Current projects include co-editing and authoring articles for two forthcoming publications: L.M. Montgomery’s 
Rainbow Valleys: The Ontario Years, 1911-1942 (McGill-Queen’s UP) and Global Perspectives on Death in Children’s Literature 
(Routledge).

Abstract: When the painter in 
Roberto Innocenti’s The Last Resort 
(2002) visits the establishment 
that gives this picturebook its title, 
he seeks inspiration from a number 
of characters based on fictional and 
actual personages. Finally, when 
all seems lost, a figure clad in black 
enters –perhaps “before she took to 
wearing all white,” the Afterword 
speculates. She recites two lines of 
poetry: “We paused before a House 
that seemed / A Swelling of the 
Ground — .” This is the inspiration 
that the painter, Innocenti himself, 
has been seeking: “Afternoon burst 
into bloom when I spotted the 

latest arrival strolling along the 
beach. Pondering a couplet darkly, 
she whispered, as if speaking of The 
Last Resort itself.” Emily Dickinson 
as poetic muse occurs frequently 
in various forms of contemporary 
art, both for adults and children. 
What makes Innocenti’s visual 
depiction unique is not only her 
black-clad figure but also the 
conflation of Dickinson as muse 
with the poem itself and with the 
subject matter of her poem, the 
grave. The black-grey tones and 
sculpted solidity of her skirt and 
its shadow suggest a tombstone, 
while the backlit figure at water’s 

edge is positioned to bridge 
sky, water, and sand. The poet 
seems situated in a liminal space, 
somewhere between life and death.

This paper addresses the suitability 
of picturebooks on Dickinson 
and her poetry as a mechanism 
to introduce concepts of death 
to child readers through an 
examination of seven late 
twentieth and early twenty-first 
century examples, with a focus 
on My Letter to the World and 
Other Poems (2008), illustrated 
by Canadian Isabelle Arsenault.
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PANEL M31: THE TEACHING OF
ENGLISH THROUGH FAIRYTALES:
AN EXPERIENCE IN A BRAZILIAN
PUBLIC SCHOOL
Tuesday 11 August 11.30 - 13.00

This presentation accords with the theme of “Creating childhoods through narratives and films”, as the authors’ idea is to 
show the relevance of teaching English in a Brazilian educational context through fairy tales and their adaptations to cinema. 
We demonstrate that  English Language teaching through literature is viable, since it develops reading practice in the school 
environment with specific reference to modern foreign language teaching, promoting effectiveness in the teaching-language 
process. This research is part of the PIBID program (Programa Institucional de Bolsa de Iniciação à Docência) – sponsored 
by CAPES – Brazil. The local tutor is Professor Dr. Regina Helena Urias Cabreira at UTFPR (Federal Technological University 
of Parana – Curitiba-PR-Brazil). The aim of this program is to introduce undergraduate students of the Letters Course in the 
practice of the English Language teaching at secondary level schools. Our group specifically works with the English Language 
teaching through literary texts.

MARGARITA GEORGIEVA
‘The child of that hapless mother!’ Representations of Children in Gothic Novels, 1764 to 1830

Biography: Margarita Georgieva is Assistant Professor of English at the American University of the Middle East (Kuwait) and 
author of The Gothic Child (2013). Her research interests include gothic and fantastic literature for adults and children. She is 
currently researching gothic, folktales, and fantastic fiction for children in the Middle East.

Abstract:The major themes of 
British gothic are generally linked 
to horror, terror, ghosts, vampires, 
and other creatures of darkness. 
This naturally brings us to death 
and its various manifestations in the 
gothic genre – skulls, skeletons, dark 
hooded figures. However, something 
very intriguing is happening with 

the illustrations of gothic novels. 
Instead of ghosts and vampires, their 
illustrators portray children. Thus, 
while the principal focus of gothic 
texts is placed on damned lovers, 
usurpations, and phantom presences 
in haunted castles, the focus of the 
illustrations is displaced onto figures 
of children. Where is the missing link? 

Why have the illustrators decided 
to place children on the covers and 
pages of novels that, seemingly, have 
nothing to do with childhood? This 
paper addresses these and other 
questions about the illustrations 
of children in early gothic novels 
from the period 1764 to 1830.

JANET EVANS
“Responding to Historical Influences, Symbolism, and the Meaning of Life in Wolf Erlbruch’s Duck, Death and the Tulip”

Biography: Janet Evans, an independent scholar, is a recognised expert in picturebook research, a freelance educational 
consultant, and former Senior Lecturer in Education at Liverpool Hope University.Here most recent full-length publications 
include What’s in the Picture? Responding toIllustrations in Picturebooks (Sage), Talking Beyond the Page: Reading and 
Responding to Picturebooks (Routledge), and Challenging and Controversial Picturebooks: Creative and Critical Responses to 
Visual Texts (Routledge, 2015).

Abstract: Like many of Wolf 
Erlbruch’s picturebooks, Duck, 
Death and the Tulip (2007) is 
riddled with symbolism, both 
modern and historical. Although 
it invites a basic response to the 
narrative, it also encourages a more 
sophisticated reading, whereby the 

complex relationship between duck 
and Death and their relationship 
with the enigmatic tulip as well as 
historical and symbolic references 
allow the reader to commune 
with a distant past and concepts 
of mortality, humility, eternal 
happiness, and religion. Readers 

are thus encouraged to consider 
“big” questions and important 
philosophical issues. This paper will 
include the responses of seven-
to-nine-year-old children to the 
illustrations in this picturebook.

Biographies: Carolina Laurino Rossini, Dayse Paulino de Ataide, Marina Siqueira Persegona are from Universidade Tecnológica 
Federal do Paraná, Brazil.
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Biography: Sara Pankenier Weld is an assistant professor of Russian and Comparative Literature in the Department 
of Germanic, Slavic, and Semitic Studies at the University of California, Santa Barbara, where she teaches children’s 
literature. She recently published Voiceless Vanguard: The Infantilist Aesthetic of the Russian Avant-Garde (2014).  She has 
published numerous articles or chapters on Russian authors and artists, picturebooks, the avant-garde, and the infantile.  
She is an executive officer of the Working Group for the Study of Russian Children’s Literature and Culture (WGRCLC) 
within the Association for the Advancement of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES).

PANEL M30: BABY STEPS: CREATING 
CHILDHOOD THROUGH PICTUREBOOKS 
AND OTHER EARLY ENCOUNTERS
WITH CULTURE
Tuesday 11 August 16.15-17.45

Abstract: The Oxford English 
Dictionary defines the abecedarium 
as “An alphabetical wordbook or 
wordlist, usually elementary; esp. 
a primer for teaching the basics 
of reading and spelling.” A basic 
introduction to language, literacy, 
and literature, the abecedarium or 
alphabet book could be mistaken 
for a neutral pedagogical tool.  In 
truth, however, alphabet books are 
rife with contemporary ideology; 
they reflect the society that creates 
them and shape its next generation 
through formative childhood 
impressions. The changing nature of 
the childhoods being depicted and 
created by alphabet books emerges 
in dramatic relief when viewed in a 
diachronic or historical perspective.

In this paper I analyze Russian 
abecedaria over the ages to reveal 
how they construct childhood and 
how shifting notions of childhood 
serve the ideology of the times. I 
focus on varied visual materials 
ranging from the late medieval 
childhood reflected in Karion 
Istomin’s Primer (1694) and the 
new approach to childhood and 
education shown by Leo Tolstoy’s 
nineteenth-century New Alphabet 
(1875) to Alexander Benois’s ornate 
and aristocratic Alphabet in Pictures 
(1904), written at the fin de siècle, 
and the radically new artistic 
approach reflected in Vladimir 
Lebedev’s Alphabet (1925), written 
after the Russian revolution.  Areas 
of focus include how childhood is 

depicted, what pedagogical views 
are evident, who is the intended 
audience, and what aesthetic 
choices are made to accommodate 
that audience. By considering these 
alphabet books materially and 
in cultural context, I detail how 
they preserve and make manifest 
a unique cultural moment and 
the view of childhood it espoused. 
Thus visual and textual analysis 
of these works, and the contrasts 
revealed by their juxtaposition, 
will expose shifting ideological 
elements in the creation of 
childhood in different periods. 

SARA PANKENIER WELD
Russian Abecedaria Over the Ages

In the panel Baby Steps: Creating Childhood through Picturebooks and Other Early Encounters with Culture, analyses how 
childhood is constructed through children’s early encounters with culture. Materials discussed include picturebooks, 
alphabet books, and maternity packages from Sweden, Russia, and Finland. These are considered materially, in cultural 
context, and within a historical perspective. Examining how childhood is created by these concrete literary and 
cultural products not only sheds light on the historical moments to which they belong, but also reveals what varying 
purposes childhood serves in different contexts. The juxtapositions offered by these different materials thus expose the 
construction of childhood across cultures.
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ELINA DRUKER
Representations of Children as Consumers in Swedish Picturebooks.

Biography: Elina Druker, PhD, is senior lecturer at the Department of Culture and Aesthetics at Stockholm University, 
Sweden. Her research area covers picturebooks, history of illustration and intermedia-studies. She is the author of The 
Images of Modernism (2008) and Eva Billow (2014) and has written several articles and chapters about modernist aesthetics 
and picturebooks. Druker is a jury-member for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award (ALMA), co-editor for the book series 
”Children’s Literature, Culture and Cognition” (John Benjamins) and editorial member and author in the project ”History of 
Swedish Children’s Literature”.

Abstract: During the 1920s a 
range of Swedish companies and 
brands started to publish their 
own picturebooks with embedded 
marketing incorporating products 
or trademarks in the narratives. 
Product placement was used 
in the form of identifiable toys, 
books, clothes or food items but 
also by explicitly naming brands 
in the text. While the books 
were mainly aimed as marketing 
for children they also introduce 
new motifs and environments in 
children’s literature. The emerging 
idea of the child as a consumer 
is expressed through activities 
like writing wish lists (with 
selected brand names), watching 
display windows, shopping and 
browsing department stores. Both 
motif-wise and through their 
aesthetics, the books demonstrate 
optimism and confidence in 
the new technologies through 

a general affirmation of speed 
and movement, modern means 
of transportation and technical 
innovations. Also, photographic 
images are often included in the 
otherwise traditional illustrations, 
creating photo collages that 
vacillate between popular 
culture, product catalogues 
and documentary ambitions.

In my paper I will discuss how the 
child as consumer is depicted and 
constructed in these picturebooks. 
On the basis of selected examples 
from material from 1920s to late 
1950s, recurring motifs, narrative 
techniques and illustrations 
will be analyzed. These branded 
picturebooks, although mainly 
forgotten today, were often written 
and illustrated by established 
writers and illustrators and were 
printed in large quantities. During 
the 1930s – 1950s, picturebooks 

were used to describe modern 
childhood but children’s literature 
also became part of a wider 
social programme, aimed at 
changing the world via technical 
development through city 
planning, architecture and interior 
design. The child was central in 
this project, which concerned 
raising the standards of childcare 
and schools, children’s culture and 
music and, not least, children’s 
literature. The picturebook and its 
visual aesthetics were essential in 
the renewal. The way the child is 
portrayed in picturebooks, as well 
as the choice of clothes, new toys, 
modern furniture and activities, 
can also be seen as ideological 
signals. Representations of children 
as consumers in the studied 
corpus suggest that consumption 
is strongly connected to ideas of 
modernity and to representations 
of the modern child. 

MARIA LASSÉN-SEGER AND MIA ÖSTERLUND
Making Finnish Babies: Picturebooks in Finnish maternity packages.

Abstract: In a speech addressed 
to the United Nations in New 
York on 25th September 2008, 
Finland’s first female president 
Tarja Halonen drew attention 
to the long tradition of Finnish 
maternity packages as ”the 
nation’s gift to every newborn”. 
Maternity packages or grants 
were first introduced in Finland in 
1938 in order to compensate for 
the lack of necessities and goods 
during wartime and to counteract 
the declining birth rate and the 
increase in infant mortality. 
Initially, the grant was part of a 
relief system for the poor and 
subjected to a means test, but from 
1949 onward maternity packages 
were distributed to all newborns 
and their mothers without regard 

to income or social status. The 
content of the package over the 
years has mirrored current views 
of Finnish children, childhood and 
childcare practices. Today, the 
name “maternity package” – or 
“mammalåda” (= mother’s box) as 
it is frequently called in everyday 
conversation – is debated since 
it denotes an antiquated view of 
parenthood by excluding fathers 
as recipients of the package. Other 
names considered more neutral 
and reflective of today’s views are 
“parent packages” or “baby boxes,” 
the latter name alluding to the 
actual recipient of the package.

The concept of the maternity 
package is founded on prevailing 
notions about health, population, 

society, nation, individuality, 
welfare and childhood. It 
is a unique phenomenon 
internationally and a significant 
part of the Finnish history of 
childhood. Every year a new 
collection of babies’ clothes 
and accessories is launched by 
social security institution Kela, 
who distributes the packages. 
Today, the package contains 
e.g. clothes, bedding, nappies, 
hair brush, nail clippers, a toy, 
and a picturebook. Studying the 
contents of the box thus reveals, 
not only medical and social, but 
also literary discourses in Finland 
founded on norms and ideals 
about childhood and parenthood. 
The contents can be regarded 
as a standard for “normality” 
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since the package contains what 
is considered necessary for a 
baby’s survival and comfort.

In cooperation with the Academy 
of Finland-funded project 
Fragile Subjects. Childhood in 
Finnish Literature and Medicine 
1850s-2000s at Turku University, 
we will explore the picturebooks 

distributed with the maternity 
packages over the years in order 
to learn more about changes in 
the views of Finnish childhood 
and early reading. When do 
picturebooks first appear in the 
packages? Who is in charge of 
selecting the picturebooks? What 
are the criteria for selecting the 
books? And, most importantly, 

what kinds of picturebooks are 
included in “the nation’s gift 
to every new-born”. What are 
their aesthetic merits? How is 
the child depicted in the books? 
And what can these books 
tell us about Finnish notions 
of a “normal” childhood and 
prevailing views of the impact 
of reading for the very young?

Biography: Maria Lassén-Seger, PhD and Head of Unit of the Arts and Humanities Library at Åbo Akademi University, Finland, 
where she also teaches children’s literature classes. She is a jury member for the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award (ALMA) and 
serves on the editorial boards of Children’s Literature in Education and the Benjamin’s book series Children’s Literature, Culture 
and Cognition. Lassén-Seger has written articles on the motif of metamorphosis in children’s literature, fantasy, picturebooks 
and Finland-Swedish children’s literature. She is the author of the study Adventures into Otherness (2006) and the co-editor 
of Celebrating a Displaced Hedgehog (2012) and Empowering Transformations. Mrs Pepperpot revisited (2014).

Biography: Mia Österlund, Docent, Associate Professor of Comparative Literature at Åbo Akademi University, Finland. 
Österlund has written a study on cross-dressing and girlhood in Swedish young adult fiction called Förklädda flickor (2005), 
as well as several articles on gender and girlhood in children’s literature, including queer readings of picturebooks. She is a 
member of the core group of Flickforsk! Network for Girlhood Studies, and serves on the editorial board of Barnboken - Journal 
of Children’s Literature Research. Österlund has co-edited Celebrating a Displaced Hedgehog (2012) and an anthology about 
fictive girls called Flicktion: Perspektiv på flickan i fiktionen (2013).

PANEL C18: CREATING CHILDHOOD AND 
YOUNG ADULTHOOD IN/AS GENRE: 
SPECULATIVE FICTION, IMPLIED
READERS AND AGENCY
Tuesday 12 August 11.30-13.00

This panel of three papers will examine different aspects of creating the audience in speculative fiction: the ambivalence 
towards maturation found within fantasy, the creation of the adolescent as reader or non-reader within dystopian
literature, and the shaping of the audience’s political vision in magical realism. All consider the relationship between
narrative depictions of agency and their implications for “creating childhoods.” Whether conservative, radical, or
somewhere on the continuum between those poles, fantasy opens spaces to build, demolish, or re-align
interpretations of children’s status, cognition, and prospects.

NAOMI WOOD
‘Further Up and Further In’: Closure Deferred in The Last Battle

Abstract: The conclusion to 
C.S. Lewis’ Chronicles of Narnia 
abandons the telos of maturation 
in favor of perpetual deferral. This 
paper argues that The Last Battle 
(1956) is anti-developmental not 
only because it rejects sexual 
maturity in Susan Pevensie and kills 
the protagonists midway, as Philip 
Pullman and others have charged, 
but also because it challenges 
ideological realism in a generative 
rather than a restrictive way. In The 

Last Battle, Lewis sets up and then 
rejects the Bildungsroman narrative 
of maturity as disillusion and 
acceptance of capitalist-bourgeois-
heterosexual necessity. Instead, 
what the protagonists have 
always understood as “reality” is 
revealed to be an imitation whose 
termination opens up possibilities 
for new and even better stories. 
If one version of Narnia ends, 
another emerges to take its place. 
Thus while Lewis’ religion and 

politics may be conservative, it 
is possible to read the ending of 
The Last Battle as open-ended, 
potentially radical. Its final 
chapters employ a version of mise 
en abîme: multiplying worlds and 
players, anticipating postmodern 
proliferation of fantasies in 
multiple media, engendering child-
readers who seek out and welcome 
imagination’s other worlds and 
see no need to outgrow them.
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Biography: Naomi Wood is professor of English at Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS, USA, where she teaches children’s 
and young adult literature, fantasy, and Victorian novel. Most recently she has published on Philip Pullman’s role as a 
controversialist, on radical children’s literature in India, and on His Dark Materials. She co-edits The Lion and the Unicorn with 
David Russell and Karin Westman.

ELISABETH GRUNER
Reading, Resistance, and Reading Resistance in Recent Dystopian Fantasy

Abstract: The recent popularity 
of dystopian fantasy has been 
both heralded and criticized for 
its depiction of (often limited) 
adolescent agency in the face of 
a corrupt and/or oppressive state. 
What has been less remarked 
is that agency, in much recent 
dystopian fantasy, requires literacy. 
From 2001’s Feed (Anderson) to 

2013’s Long Division (Laymon), 
YA fantasy depicts the struggle of 
adolescents to assert themselves 
as readers; at the same time, it 
teaches its implied readers how 
to use their literacy in the world 
outside the book. I set these novels 
against contemporary debates 
about the particular kinds of 
literacy that teens require, debates 

that are playing out most keenly 
in the US in the controversy over 
the Common Core, but which 
can also be historicized in long-
standing debates about the value 
and purpose of literacy education 
in relation to the development of 
citizens, consumers, and workers.

Biography: Elisabeth Gruner is associate professor of English at the University of Richmond, Richmond, VA, USA, where she is 
also associate dean of Arts & Sciences and Director of Academic Advising. She teaches children’s and young adult literature, 
Victorian literature, and a first-year seminar on fairy tale revisions. She has published articles on fantasy, fairy tale revisions, 
and most recently on religion in novels by Pullman and Pratchett.

TEYA ROSENBERG
Radical Politics and Inherent Conservatism in Children’s Magical Realism

Abstract: Magical realism is 
known as a form that marries 
fantasy and realism to challenge 
dominant discourses. Seen as 
coming from postcolonial cultures 
and writers, the political position 
such literature occupies is usually 
leftist, liberal, and focused on 
overturning hierarchies to create 
more open and free societies. 
Within children’s literature from 
Britain, magical realism has 
existed since the early twentieth 

century, but, as is often the case in 
children’s literature, the political 
position of such literature is often 
ambivalent. Even texts radical 
in their views of child agency-
-Nesbit’s The Phoenix and the 
Carpet or The Enchanted Castle—or 
their overturning of outmoded 
hierarchies such as Diana Wynne 
Jones’s Power of Three or Fire and 
Hemlock—demonstrate some 
degree of “inherent conservatism” 
that Perry Nodelman sees in 

children’s literature (The Hidden 
Adult). The conservatism is even 
more pronounced in works by 
writers such as Elizabeth Goudge 
or Lucy Boston with their nostalgia 
for older hierarchies. This paper 
explores the ways in which the 
fantasy/realism and radical/
conservative binaries in selected 
magical realist texts for young 
people construct readers who are 
both radical and conservative.

Biography: Teya Rosenberg is a professor of English at Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, USA. She teaches children’s 
literature, fantasy and magical realism, and Canadian literature. She has published articles on fantasy, magical realism, and 
most recently an article in Jeunesse on a Newfoundland folktale picture book.
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PANEL C26: UNDERSTANDING CHILDREN 
AND CHILDHOOD THROUGH THE
CONCEPT OF NATURE
Tuesday 12 August 16.15-17.45

The impetus for the panel comes from a research project on nature in children’s literature conducted at Bergen University 
College. In order to gain a clearer understanding of the separate papers, the following presents a more general description 
of the research project Nature in Children’s Literature (NaChiLit, 2015-2017). All of the abstracts included at the end of this 
application are related to the key topics and analytic models of the NaChiLit-project which is outlined below:

Project description

Few ideas in Western culture are as intimately connected and intertwined as ‘nature’ and ‘child’, and children’s literature 
offers one of the most extensive sources for the study of ideas about nature, the environment and the role of humans in 
relation to these (Lesnik-Oberstein 1998:216). Despite the overwhelming connections between ‘nature’ and ‘child’, these two 
concepts have been protected from analyses and change (ibid:210). 

The current environmental and, not least, climate challenges require a basic reformation of our relation to nature, as recently 
proclaimed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2013). Nature is not only a physical entity but also 
a cultural concept. In Keywords for Childrens’s Literature (2011) Peter Hollindale identifies three perspectives on nature: 
«Conceived as a deity, nature may be a kindly dame, an arbitrary, cruel tyrant, or simply not exist. Conceived as the material 
world, nature can be either a garden or a wilderness, hospital or inimical to humankind. Conceived as ‘human nature’, it may 
be rational or bestial, ‘naturally’ inclined to good or evil, or to neither» (Hollindale 2011:161). 

The main objective of the NaChiLit research project is to challenge the various ways in which nature is understood within 
the field of children’s literature. The research project focuses on how the verbal and visual representations of nature found in 
children’s literature shape children’s local and global environmental awareness when expressed in written and oral texts. The 
NaChiLit research project is organized into three complementary ‘topoi’ (places): Outdoors: The Wood, a strong and consistent 
topos in environmental discourses; Indoors: The Classroom, a crucial place of ‘Bildung’; and The Community, a crucial place 
of cultivating the world citizen. All examples and findings in these topoi are examined in relation to the following analytical 
matrix developed by the NaChiLit research group:

The four axes in this matrix are based 
on the following reasoning: Mainstream 
children’s literature research and 
formation theory (Bildung theory) are 
dominated by the view that a tight and 
positive relationship exists between 
children and nature. This perception may 
be described as “nature-celebrating”. 
Thus, nature gives meaning to the world 
and supports the idea of the pure child 
or child of nature as a key figure in the 
cultural and pedagogical tradition based 
primarily on the reception of Rousseau. 
As a consequence of the escalating 
climate crisis and a growing engagement 
in ecocriticism in children’s literature, an increasing number of texts demonstrate a critical and problematizing awareness 
of nature (nature-problematizing). This awareness becomes even clearer when juxtaposed with the traditional nature-
celebrating view of the connection between children and nature.

Nature celebrating

Nature problematizing

Biocentric horizonAnthropocentric horizon

Fig. 1
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In the broadest sense, all texts contain inherited figures of thought, which influence our perception of knowledge, including 
our perception and knowledge of nature, humans and the environment. The role of literature is decisive because it may 
creatively encourage us to move from a restricted ‘anthropocentric’ mode of thought to a more ‘biocentric’ way of thinking 
(Mortensen, 2013:285). The strategic challenge facing the NaChiLit project is accountability in relation to the various ways 
in which studies of literature should examine and concretize the role verbal and visual texts play in conceptualizing nature. 
Consequently, it may be claimed that literature, poetic or didactic, is essential for the socialization of children if they are to 
become members of the human community responsible for the future care of the planet.

NaChiLit will perform critical readings of representations of nature and the natural in children’s literature from the 18th 
century to our own time. The main focus is on Nordic children’s literature but attention will also be paid to international 
children’s literature. Children’s reception and recycling (oral and written) of these texts is also an essential dimension of the 
project. The various projects will examine a number of texts in order to encourage discussions on how they represent the 
interaction between nature, humans and the environment, and how children may increase and develop their environmental 
awareness through these representations.

The theoretical and methodological approach taken in NaChiLit derives from rhetorical and topological thinking (Andersen 
1995, Nyrnes 2002, Goga 2008 and 2013) carried on in a critical dialogue with the interdisciplinary field of ecocriticism. The 
rhetorical and topological approach allows an integrative perspective on a wide variety of primary texts. In an ecocritical way 
of reading, contributions to environmental debate are treated as examples of rhetoric (Garrard 2012: 6). Ecocritics investigate 
the underlying values of the word nature, as well as issues such as how human perceptions of concepts like ‘wilderness’ have 
changed throughout history (Glotfelty 1996). There are some studies of children’s culture and ecocriticism (Lesnik-Oberstein 
1998, Dobrin and Kidd 2004), and some studies of how children’s literature mediates and informs our imagination and 
understandings of diverse environments and places (Cutter-Mackenzie, Payne & Reid 2011). Most of these studies deal with 
Anglo-American children’s literature and educational praxes and no comparable large-scale studies have been conducted on 
Nordic children’s literature and classrooms. 

The outcome of the NaChiLit project will be goal-specific theoretical concepts and methodological tools; increased 
knowledge regarding how nature is understood and represented in children’s literature; and an augmented understanding 
of how this literature may shape children’s ability to verbalize their conceptions and awareness of nature and of the current 
environmental and climate challenges. 

HEGE EMMA RIMMEREIDE
The wilderness as a pivotal topos in The Savage (2009, David Almond and Dave McKean). 

Abstract: The paper will analyse 
how wilderness and the dialectic 
between nature and culture 
is expressed in the dialog 
between image and verbal text 
and between a cultivated and 
uncultivated verbal language.

Biography: Hege Emma Rimmereide is assistant professor of English at Bergen 
University College, Norway. Her main research interests and publications are in the 
field of children’s literature and reading and writing development, as well as the 
use of ICT in EFL learning. Her most recent publications are “Graphic novels in EFL 
learning” in Birketveit & Williams (eds.), (2013) Literature for the English classroom: 
Theory into practice; and “Using authentic picture books and illustrated books to 
improve L2 writing among 11-year-olds” in Language learning journal (2013).

TONE BIRKELAND
Die Kanincheninsel (1977) revisited

Abstract: This book (Kaninliv in 
Norwegian, Rabbit Island in English) 
by Jörg Steiner and Jörg Müller was 
interpreted initially as a book about 
the alienation that results from 

modern industrialisation. Read 
today, in the light of the climate 
crisis and a new understanding 
of eco-criticism and ecology, 
it could also be interpreted as 

a reflection on the doubleness 
of nature; that is, nature as 
sensuous and original, and nature 
as frightening and unfamiliar.

Biography: Tone Birkeland is a senior researcher and associate professor at Bergen University College. She is the author of 
several books and articles about Children’s literature and culture, among them Den norske bildeboka (1993, The Norwegian 
picture books, together with Frøydis Storaas), Norsk barnelitteratur-historie (1997/2005, The Norwegian History of Children’s 
Literature, together with Gunvor Risa and Karin Beate Vold), and Barnelitteratur - sjangrar og tekstmønster (2012, Children’s 
Literature - genres and text patterns, together with Ingeborg Mjør). For her latest articles see www.blft.no (Nordic Journal of 
Childlit Aesthetics).
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TURE SCHWEBS
Nature, technology and nostalgia in the app Numberlys (2012)

Abstract: Intertwined with a 
number of intercultural and 
intertextual references, the 
app displays a dichotomized 
view of numbers and alphabet, 
technology and nature, the 
non-human and the human.

Biography: Ture Schwebs is associate professor at Bergen University College, Norway. 
Among his research interests are text forms and genres in the digital media, and the 
relationship between text and technology. In addition to the NaChiLit project, he is 
currently working on the project entitled Developing enhanced ebooks (2012-2015) 
(ebokdesign.blogspot.no/p/developing-enhanced-ebooks.html). His latest publications 
include «Affordances of an App: A reading of The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris 
Lessmore», in Nordic Journal of ChildLit Aesthetics Vol 5, 2014; and the reader Media i 
samfunnet [Media in Society], with Helge Østbye (2013).

ASLAUG NYRNES
Literature through Landscapes.

Abstract: Vergil’s wheel is a 
rhetorical model that connects 
styles of language and landscape 
formations. This paper will present 
a rereading of Vergil’s wheel and 
a discussion of how reflections 
and perspectives on territory and 
language could be approached 
with regard to the literary 
examples explored in the project.

Biography: Aslaug Nyrnes is professor at Bergen University College, Norway. Nyrnes 
is the leader of the college’s research program The didactics of literature and the 
fine arts, and the leader of the steering committee of Norwegian national Program 
for Artistic Research. Her most recent publications are a book review of “Nina 
Christensens Videbegær” in Nordic Journal of ChildLit Aesthetics, Vol. 5, 2014, and «The 
Series. Serial work in artistic research and in the didactics of the arts”, in In Formation, 
Nordic Journal of Art and research, Vol 2, no 1 2013.

NINA GOGA
What did she tell? Secondary school students’ answers to a book title. 

Abstract: A literature project on 
Agnar Lirhus and Rune Markhus’ 
crossover picturebook Hva var 
det hun sa? (2014, What did she 
tell?). The aim of this project is 
to study if or how the reading 

of literature may influence 
students’ thoughts about nature. 
By answering the question posed 
in the title in connection with 
the reading of the book, students 
may touch upon or reflect upon 

some crucial themes in the on-
going negotiations related to the 
understanding of climate changes 
and the challenges it creates.

Biography: Nina Goga is associate professor at Bergen University College, Norway. Her most recent publications are Gå 
til mauren. Om maur og danning i barnelitteraturen (2013), “Kart og krim. Litterære kart og steders betydning i krimserier 
for barn” (2014, in Tidskrift för litteraturvetenskap), “Learn to read. Learn to live. The Role of Books and Book Collections in 
Picturebooks” (2013, in Kümmerling-Meibauer, Bettina (ed.): Picturebooks: Representation and Narration) and “Children and 
Childhood in Scandinavian Children’s Literature over the Last Fifty Year” (2013 in Grilli, Giorgia (ed.): Bologna: Fifty Years of 
Children’s Books from Around the World).
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PANEL C27: APPROACHING
ICELANDIC CHILDHOOD
Wednesday 12 August 09.30-11.00

The workshop depicts Icelandic Childhood, created in and from literature, films and arts – seeking material in cultural 
heritage, folklore and faith and presented in “coming of age stories,” fantasies  and funny Gothic, to name but few.

HELGA BIRGISDÓTTIR
The way we say we were: The image of children in historical Icelandic children’s books

Abstract: The Icelandic sagas 
written in 12th and 13th century 
are not thought of as a part of 
Icelandic children’s literature. 
Nevertheless, every Icelandic 
child must read at least one or 
two sagas in school as a part of 
cultural heritage study. In this 
paper I will focus on how mediaeval 
children are portrayed in modern 
Icelandic fiction for children.

Philip Ariés’ assertion that 
childhood did not exist during 

the middle ages has been much 
debated and Anna Hansen (2002) 
has argued that thirteenth century 
Icelanders did not sentimentalize 
childhood. It was accepted as a 
stage in their life-cycle, viewed as a 
learning phase and a crucial period 
for the socialization and acquisition 
of cultural memory. Children, 
in Hansen’s opinion, inhabited a 
conceptual subset of medieval 
Icelandic society which she refers 
to as “the world of children.” 
I will examine contemporary 

fiction for children, based on the 
Icelandic sagas, with special focus 
on illustration, picture books 
and graphic novels. My work is 
inspired by Clare Bradford’s The 
Middle Ages in Children’s Literature 
(2015).  I will ask whether Icelandic 
writers of children’s books reach 
out for the alterity of a mediaeval 
“world of children” as Anna 
Hansen sees it or if they are rather 
portrayed according to modern 
representations of mediaeval 
children for contemporary tastes.

Biography: Helga Birgisdóttir is a PhD-student at the School of Humanities, University of Iceland.

HILDUR ÝR ÍSBERG
The feathered and the furry: On wizards and unusual animals in Iceland and Earthsea.

Abstract: The paper focuses on the 
role of heroes and magical animals 
in the Saga of the three worlds, a 
YA-trilogy, by the Icelandic writer-
duo of  Kjartan Yngvi Björnsson and
Snæbjörn Brynjarsson. Ursula 
LeGuin has claimed that fantasy 
is the language of the inner self. 
In fairy tales and fantasies the 
animals can play the part of the 
helper or the shadow, and very 

often a mixture of both sides. The 
animals have instincts that must be 
followed up to a certain point - and 
then often sacrificed by the hero. 

I will take LeGuin’s Earthsea 
trilogy as a point of departure 
and compare her masterpiece 
from 1968-1990 to the young 
writers’ approach to a similar 
and yet different fantasy world 

of archetypes and symbolism 
where animals act in tandem 
with the hero - reflecting and 
deflecting the hero´s inner self. 
The paper focuses on the role of 
heroes and magical animals in the 
Saga of the three worlds, a YA-
trilogy, by the Icelandic writer-
duo of Kjartan Yngvi Björnsson 
and Snæbjörn Brynjarsson.  

Biography: Hildur Ýr Ísberg is a PhD-student at the School of Humanities, University of Iceland.
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DAGNÝ KRISTJÁNSDÓTTIR
‘The Man who hated Children’: Thorarinn Leifsson’s grotesque novels for young adults

Abstract: In this paper I will focus 
on Thorarinn Leifsson’s latest 
book The Man who hated Children 
(2013). Leifsson has always moved 
on the edges of what usually is 
considered acceptable in children’s 
and YA literature. He has written 
about cannibalism (Father’s 
Secret), parental negligence 
and the consequences of the 

economic meltdown for children 
(Grandma Huld’s Library), all in the 
hybrid genre of  comic Gothic. 
In The Man who hated Children 
Leifsson approaches the harsh 
reality of an immigrant boy 
and his family in Reykjavík. The 
writer applies the whole scale of 
humour, from farce and slapstick, 
through the grotesque and 

surreal to the more subtle forms 
of parody and irony. His black 
humour and post-modern irony 
is directed amongst other at our 
consumerist culture. I will discuss 
the ambiguities of the text and 
the young readers possibilities 
of grasping it and appreciating 
its subversive qualities.

Biography: Dr Dagný Kristjánsdóttir is with the Dept. of Icelandic and Comparative Cultural Studies, University of Iceland.

ANNA HEIÐA PÁLSDÓTTIR
On religion and guilt in Icelandic children’s books.

Abstract: “All religions are the 
same: religion is basically guilt, 
with different holidays” says the 
American stand-up comedian, 
Cathy Ladman. I find that 
her statement applies to the 
experience of many children and 
young adults who grow up in a 
very strict, religious household. 

While very young and moving 
into their teens, children may 
accept the bonds that tie them 
down, believing that they live 
close to heaven and redemption. 
However, when they approach 
teenage years, peer pressure and 
hormones start drilling holes 
into the protective walls of the 

security they took for granted. I will 
explore the issue of religion and 
guilt, referring to a few Icelandic 
children’s and YA books, focusing 
on the writing process of my novel, 
My Own Armageddon (2012).

Biography: Dr Anna Heiða Pálsdóttir is with the School of Humanities, University of Iceland. She is also an award winning 
children’s author.

KRISTJÁN JÓHANN JÓNSSON 
Confronting Death in Children’s Books

Abstract: Should death and 
dying be a theme of Children’s 
literature? People who believe 
children should be kept innocent 
as long as possible would probably 
find it inappropriate. And yet we 
know that most children are very 
occupied by the notion of death, 
especially the possible death 
of their parents and siblings.

Some Icelandic writers for children 
have written excellent books 
on this topic, using folklore and 
adventures to create a distance 
or a filter between the death of a 
child and the reader. Two of them 
will be discussed in my paper. They 
thematise the guilt ridden folk 
stories of children who died and 
haunt the living. I will examine how 

death is represented in these books 
and by which means both authors 
manage to turn the uncanny 
stories into a mystery and task to 
be mastered by the young readers. 
I also suggest some ways to 
introduce this theme’s complexity 
in an educational context.

Biography: Dr Kristján Jóhann Jónsson is with the School of Education, University of Iceland.
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PANEL C20: THE FACE OF
MULTICULTURAL CHILDREN’S
LITERATURE IN SINGAPORE
AND THE PHILLIPINES
Wednesday 12 August 11.30-13.00

RHODA MYRA GARCES-BACSAL
Stories that Heal – A Multicultural Perspective

Abstract: The power of narratives 
to touch sensibilities, influence 
lives, and heal wounded souls have 
been documented in the literature 
through the use of bibliotherapy 
(Kolencik & Bernadowski, 2007; 
Halsted, 2009). Literature, 
however, does not serve as a bitter 
pill or a chicken-soup remedy 
that can heal hurts away. What 
picturebooks can do is to provide 
a means through which sensitive 
and difficult issues can be openly 
discussed, explored, and made 
meaning of inside the classroom.

Multicultural children’s books, 
in particular, are said to act both 
as mirrors and windows that 
would allow the reader access 
to the inner thoughts and ideas 
of primary characters who are 
members of underrepresented 
groups whose racial, ethnic, 
religious, sexual orientation, or 
culture, historically have been 

marginalized or misrepresented 
by the dominant culture (Gates 
& Mark, 2006). Children’s books 
have been found to be useful and 
successful tools for discussing 
social and emotional issues 
(Lukens, Smith, & Coffel, 2013) 
and in creating an open and diverse 
society “that strives to minimize 
discrimination and to care for the 
development of its members” 
(Schwarcz & Schwarcz, 1991, p. 6). 

This presentation will share 
findings from a qualitative research 
project conducted with 18 higher 
degree students enrolled in a 
course module entitled: ‘Using 
Multicultural Children’s Books 
to Promote Socio-emotional 
Learning’. The students are enrolled 
as Masters or PhD level students 
in a teacher training institution 
in Singapore. Data collected 
show the teachers’ perceptions 
and definitions of multicultural 

children’s literature, as well as their 
lack of knowledge when it comes 
to multicultural titles that deal 
with children and their emotional 
health and well-being. Research 
respondents also shared some of 
their reservations and views about 
the potential impact and usefulness 
of the text-sets in Singapore, 
reputed to be highly-conservative 
in its societal views, yet its 
landscape is evolving and rapidly 
becoming more multicultural.

The picturebooks whch were 
text-sets used in this course will 
be shared during the presentation 
relating to the following themes 
that explore children’s emotional 
health and well-being (1) finding 
home and defining the self (2) 
social class and disadvantaged 
communities, (3) awareness of “the 
others” in the classroom and in the 
community (4) portrayal of special 
needs, gifted and talented children.  

Biography: Rhoda Myra Garces-Bacsal is the Programme Director of the Asian Festival of Children’s Content (AFCC) in 
Singapore since 2012. She has edited two books published by the Singapore Book Council that gather the key insights 
shared by the keynote and invited speakers from the past two conferences on children’s literature with a regional focus on 
the Philippines in Beyond Folktales, Legends and Myths: A Rediscovery of Children’s Literature in Asia (published in 2013) and 
Malaysia in One Big Story: Delving Deeper into Asian Children’s Literature (published in 2014). She is the Coordinator of the 
Masters of Education in High Ability Studies in the National Institute of Education in Singapore. 
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JESUS FEDERICO HERNANDEZ
Tales from the fringe: The representation of people with disabilities in contemporary Philippine children’s literature

Abstract: The Carlos Palanca 
Memorial Award in the Philippines 
is perceived to be among, if not 
the most prestigious award-giving 
body in the country. Established 
in 1950, it only started providing 
recognition to outstanding 
children’s stories in 1989. The 
objective of the Award is to develop 
a repository of the “Philippines’ 
literary gems from our gifted 
writers and to assist in its eventual 
dissemination to our people.” 
Most of the stories that have 
received recognition are published 
in bilingual format (written in 
both English and Filipino).

A total of 63 stories in all, 
recipients of the Carlos Palanca 
Memorial Award for Literature 
in the Philippines from 1991-
2011, were read, reviewed, and 
analyzed for narrative themes. 
Out of the 63 stories, there were 

only nine award-winning stories 
(14.3%) that dealt specifically 
with disabilities or disorders. 

Two out of the nine stories 
introduce children to Alzheimer’s 
disorder as seen in May mga 
lihim kami ni Ingkong (“The 
Secrets that Grandfather and I 
share”) and Hayan na si Lolo Sinto 
(“Grandfather Sinto”) which 
portrays the ‘village idiot,’ an old 
man who is forgetful and homeless. 
Seven out of the nine stories 
depict children’s disorders such 
as autism in Sapagkat ang Special 
children ay bahagi rin ng Lipunan at 
Mundo (“Special Children are also 
Part of Society and the World”), 
enuresis or bedwetting in Dagat 
sa Kama ni Troy (The Ocean in 
Troy’s Bed), dyslexia in Xilef, 
attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder in Hilong Talilong (“Dizzy 
Izzy”), and physical disability in 

Dalawang Lumang Saklay (Two 
Old Crutches) and Sandosenang 
Sapatos (“A Dozen Pair of 
Shoes”), and visual impairment 
in Parada ng mga Alingawngaw 
(“A Parade of Echoes”).

This presentation aims to share 
how disabled individuals are 
portrayed in contemporary stories 
in Philippine children’s literature. 
The intersections between 
children’s health and well-being are 
explored alongside award-winning 
children’s narratives, demonstrating 
how a child is socialized 
linguistically through the stories 
that a community tells.  Narrative 
themes such as the literary 
portrayal of disability, the process 
of stigmatization as brought about 
by labeling, and a recognition 
and celebration of diversity and 
mechanisms for coping as evident 
in the stories are likewise discussed.

Biography: Assistant Professor Jesus Federico Hernandez is a linguist who has likewise published internationally in connection 
to narrative themes found in award-winning children’s stories from the Philippines, has co-edited Beyond Folktales, Legends 
and Myths: A Rediscovery of Children’s Literature in Asia, and has done several international conference presentations on 
linguistics and children’s texts. His expertise in linguistics and knowledge of semiotics provide a fresh and novel perspective 
when it comes to studying the narrative themes of award-winning children’s stories from the Philippines.

RUANNI TUPAS
Reading Lives and Practices of Singapore Teachers and the Use of Multicultural Children’s
Literature to promote Socio-emotional Learning.

Abstract: The teaching of reading 
and literature in Singapore schools 
has always been a contentious 
endeavour, given the colonial 
trappings of most of the texts used 
even in the decades following the 
country’s independence in 1965, 
and given the multicultural and 
multiracial ecology of Singapore 
classrooms and society. It is in this 
light that the use of Singaporean 
texts historically has not been 
universally received not only 
because of questions about their 
universal quality, but also for their 
potential to open up sensitive 
and controversial issues in class. 

There is robust empirical 
evidence showing the identifiable 
connections between teachers’ 
beliefs and how these influence 
their instructional behaviors 
(Fang, 1996) and strategies they 
use for classroom interaction 
(Dillon, O’Brien, Moje, & Stewart, 
1994). Research studies also 
indicate that teachers who model 
good reading practices positively 
impact student achievement 
(Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 
2000; Lundberg & Linnakyla, 
1993). Teachers who demonstrate 
marked enthusiasm and evident 
love for reading are also found 
to have greater familiarity about 

book titles across a variety of 
themes and topics (Benevides 
& Peterson, 2010; Miller, 2009), 
are in a better position to get 
the right books to the hands of 
students who need them (Miller, 
2013; Atwell, 2013), and are 
found to foster greater reading 
motivation and lifelong reading 
habits among their students in the 
classroom (Applegate & Applegate, 
2004; Pitcher, Albright, DeLaney, 
et al 2007). Yet international 
publications all point towards an 
alarming aliteracy among teachers 
(Frager, 1987), a term which is 
meant to describe people who 
can read but choose not to.
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Respondents from this study 
are 44 higher-degree students 
who enrolled in a course module 
entitled: Using Multicultural 
Children’s Books to Promote 
Socio-emotional Learning in 
2014 and 2015. The students are 
enrolled as Masters or PhD level 

students in a teacher training 
institution in Singapore. Through 
the use of pre-post course 
questionnaires, reflection survey 
forms, focused group discussion, 
the research looked at the 
respondents’ reading lives, and 
how teachers and practitioners 

perceive the links between the 
multicultural text-sets discussed 
in class and children’s health 
and emotional well-being and 
the teaching of socio-emotional 
learning in the classroom.

Biography: Ruanni Tupas, is an Assistant Professor of Sociolinguistics at the English Language and Literature Academic 
Group of National Institute of Education and teaches, among a few others, Literature and Language Education in the MA 
level, Bilingual Education in the BA level, and Language, Culture and Globalization in the PGDELT level. His expertise is 
multilingualism and education, having published extensively in these areas. Between 2009 and 2012, he was co-Project 
Director (with KC Lee) of a SGD485,000 grant from Temasek Foundation for a large-scale collaborative teacher development 
project in materials writing among English teachers in selected institutions in Singapore, the Philippines, Vietnam and 
Indonesia.
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